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ABSTRACT
SOFTWARE RELIABILITY MODELS
Syed Afzal Hossain 
Old Dominion University, 1989 
Director: Dr. Ram Chandra Dahiya
The problem considered here is the building of Non-homogeneous Pois- 
son Process (NHPP) model. Currently existing popular NHPP process mod­
els like Goel-Okumoto (G-O) and Yamada et al models suffer from the draw­
back that the probability density function of the inter-failure times is an 
improper density function. This is because the event no failure in (0, oo] is 
allowed in these models. In real life situations we cannot draw sample(s) 
from such a population and also none of the moments of inter-failure times 
exist. Therefore, these models are unsuitable for modelling real software er­
ror data. On the other hand if the density function of the inter-failure times 
is made proper by multiplying with a constant, then we cannot assume finite 
number of expected faults in the system which is the basic assumption in 
building the software reliability models.
Taking these factors into consideration, we have introduced an extra 
parameter, say c, in both the G -0  and Yamada et al models in order to get a 
new model. We find that a specific value of this new parameter gives rise to 
a proper density for inter-failure times. The G -0 and Yamada et al models
i
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are special cases of these models corresponding to c =  0. This raises the 
question - “Can we do better than existing G -0  and Yamada et al models 
when 0 <  c <  1 ?”. The answer is ‘yes’.
With this objective, the behavior of the software failure counting process 
{ N ( t ) , t  >  0} has been studied. Several measures, such as the number of 
failures by some prespecified time, the number of errors remaining in the 
system at a future time, distribution of remaining number of faults in the 
system and reliability during a mission have been proposed in this research. 
Maximum likelihood estimation method was used to estimate the parameters. 
Sufficient conditions for the existence of roots of the ML equations were 
derived. Some of the important statistical aspects of G -0  and Yamada et al 
models, like conditions for the existence and uniqueness of the ML equations, 
were not worked out so far in the literature. We have derived these conditions 
and proved uniqueness of the roots for these models. Finally four different 
sets of actual failure time data were analyzed.
ii
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1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing pace of change and complexity in computing technology 
has necessitated a greater emphasis on the development of cost-effective and 
reliable software. Reliability is probably the most important of the character­
istics inherent in the concept “software quality”. It concerns itself with how 
well the software, functions to meet the requirements of the customers. The 
importance of software has been further enhanced by the fact that the ratio 
of software to hardware cost continues to grow as technological advances keep 
reducing the hardware cost. In short, software reliability measurements can 
be used to guide managerial and engineering decisions on projects involving 
software. They can also guide customers and users of systems that have 
software components in purchasing and operating these systems. They can 
help focus software engineering research and its application by determining 
those methods that are most effective in enhancing reliability.
The software quality is dependent on the tools and techniques used 
during its development and operation. An important performance criterion
1
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is the nature and frequency of software failures. A failure is said to occur 
when a fault, a specific manifestation of an error, in the program is evoked by 
some input data resulting in the computer program not correctly computing 
the required function. It is intimately connected with the failure of the 
system and thus detecting and correcting the failures is the prime objective 
of software reliability study. There are in general two ways of characterizing 
failure occurrences in time:
1. inter-failure time, and
2. cumulative failures experienced up to a given time (grouped data).
Software reliability models first appeared in the literature almost one 
and half decades ago and according to a recent survey (cf. Dale (1982)) some 
40 models have been developed. The first study of software reliability appears 
to have been conducted by Hudson (1967). He viewed software development 
as a birth and death process. The next major steps were taken by Jelinski 
and Moranda (JM) (1972) and Shooman (1972). Both these studies assumed 
a failure rate that was piecewise constant and proportional to the number 
of faults remaining. The failure rate changes at each fault correction by a 
constant amount. Shooman characterized the failure rate in terms of inherent 
fault density of the program, the proportion of unique instructions executed,
2
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a bulk constant and the faults corrected per instruction per unit time. The 
bulk constant represented the proportion of faults that cause failures.
Another early model was proposed by Schick and Wolverton (1973). 
The failure rate assumed was proportional to the product of the number of 
remaining faults and the time. They also proposed a modified version of it 
with the failure rate as a parabolic function instead of a linear function in 
time.
Shortly after some of the early work, Musa (1975) presented an execu­
tion time model for software reliability. He postulated that execution time, 
the actual processor time utilized in executing the program, was the best 
practical measure of the failure-inducing stress that was being placed on the 
program. Musa also had observed that when rates were taken with respect 
to execution time, the fault correction rate was generally proportional to the 
fault detection or failure rate.
A Bayesian approach to software reliability measurement was used by 
Littlewood and Verrall (1973). Most of the models assume that the failure 
rate is a function of the number of faults remaining in the system. But Lit­
tlewood and Verrall modeled it as a random variable. One of the parameters 
of the distribution of this random variable is assumed to vary with the num-
3
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ber of failures encountered. It thus characterizes reliability change. They 
proposed various functional forms for the description of this variation. The 
values of the parameters of each functional form that produce the best fit 
for that form are determined. Then the functional forms are compared and 
the best fitting form is selected.
The differential fault model proposed by Littlewood (1981) may be 
viewed as a variant of the general Littlewood-Verrall model. It is similar 
in viewing the failure rate as a random variable and in using Bayesian infer­
ence.
Goel and Okumoto (1978) developed a modification of the JM model 
for the case cf imperfect debugging. It is based on the conception of de­
bugging as a Markov process, with the appropriate transition probabilities 
between states. Goel and Okumoto (1979) also described failure detection 
as a non-homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP) with an exponential decay 
rate function. The cumulative number of failures detected and the distribu­
tion of the number of remaining failures are both found to be Poisson. A 
modification of the NHPP model was investigated by Yamada, Ohba, and 
Osaki (1983), where the cumulative number of failures detected is described 
as an S-shaped curve.
4
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Musa and Okumoto (1983) developed the logarithmic Poisson execution 
time model which combines simplicity with the high predictive validity. This 
model is based on a non-homogeneous Poisson process with an intensity 
function that decreases exponentially with the expected failures experienced.
In the next chapter we review some important basic models. In the third 
chapter we will investigate some inference problems of Goel-Okumoto (G- 
O), and Yamada et al models. In the first two sections of the third chapter 
we have proved the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
solution of the Maximum Likelihood (ML) equations for the G -0  model, 
both for inter-failure and grouped data. The rest of the sections deal with 
the Yamada et al model. We have the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the existence of the solution of the ML equations obtained from the Yamada 
et al model for inter-failure data and only the sufficient condition for that 
of grouped data. These conditions provide us with the prior knowledge of 
whether the solutions of the ML equations will or will not exist. In all these 
cases, except the last one, we have proved that the solutions, if exist, are 
unique.
The fourth chapter considers some new models which are modified G -0  
model and modified Yamada et al models. In the first few sections of this
5
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chapter we have shown the different performance measures of the modified G- 
O model. Also, we have derived the method of obtaining the density function 
for both the cases of inter-failure and grouped data. The next section deals 
with the estimation of parameters and therein we determine the sufficient 
condition for the existence of the roots of the ML equations. The rest of the 
sections are devoted on our suggested modified Yamada et al model. The last 
chapter contains some examples of real life applications of the new models 
and their comparison with other similar models.
6
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\2. REVIEW
In this chapter, we review the literature dealing with software reliability 
models for estimating the number of bugs in a system. First section reviews 
some important models of various nature and Section 2.2 deals with the Non- 
Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) models.
2 .1  S O M E  B A S I C  M O D ELS  ON S O F T W A R E  R E L I A B I L I T Y
(I )  J E L I N S K I - M O R A N D A  M O D E L
One of the earliest and probably the most commonly used model for 
assessing software reliability is the model given by Jelinski and Moranda 
(1972). It is based on the following assumptions.
1. The times between successive failures of the program, T \ ,T 2 , . . . , T n are 
independent and exponentially distributed random variables, where n is 
the number of failures observed.
7
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3. Each time a failure occurs, the bug that caused the failure is removed 
immediately by the programmer.
4. Each bug contributes the same amount, <j>, to the overall failure rate of 
the program.
It asserts that the software failure rate, or the hazard function, at any time 
is proportional to the current fault content of the program. In other words, 
the hazard function during t k, the time between the (k — 1) and k failures, 
is given by
\ k =  < f > [ N - { k - l ) } ,  (2.1)
where ^ is a proportionality constant.
0 .99  
0 . 9 8 -  
0.97 - 













Fig 2.1 A typical plot of A* for the JM model (N  =  100,^ =  0.01).
8
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Note that this failure rate function is constant between failures but decreases 
in steps of size <f> following the removal of each fault. A typical plot of the 
hazard function, for N  =  100 and <f> =  0.01 is shown in the Fig 1.
The likelihood function, given n observed failures and interfailure times 
2^j • • • > is
n
L(N, <j>) =  I J  {N -  k +  1 , (2.2)
fc=l
where N  represents the initial errors.
The ML equations obtained, for N  and <f> from the likelihood function 
does not have any closed form solution but can be solved by using numerical 
methods. Littlewood and Verrall (1981) proved that the necessary and suf­
ficient condition for the existence of a finite solution for the ML equations is 
given by
-  l)f* f ^ t k
. (2.3)
E ( * - u  "
k=l
For the case of the failure process being observed until a fixed time f0 and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the number of observed failures is », the likelihood function is given by:
L{N,  (}>) =<j>ne~^to <*+*-»> J ]  (N  -  k +  1), (2.4)
k= 1
j  n k
where, x =  — Y ]  s k, sk =  Y ]  t,- and sn <  t 0
to ifc!
This likelihood function was studied by Joe and Reid (1985a, 1985b) and the 
following results were obtained:
  A
The ML estimator, N ,  of N  is an increasing function of x. For each n, 
there is an increasing sequence of cut points:
m k,n =[1 -  1 ~ k  +  n, k >  n, (2.5)
such that N  =k,  if m.k,n < x <  rrik+i,n> (2.6)
„  i i
and N —y oo, if x > --------. (2.7)
The ML estimate is unique unless x =  mk,n, for some k. The probability
10
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distribution of N  is given below
- p - WPr(N  =  0) = e  
Pr(N  =  1) =JV( 1 -
min(k ,N)  . .
Pr (N  =  k ) =  £  l - e - * ) ne - * t N- n)x
n =2 '  '
— Fni^kjn)] > fc =  2, 3 , . .  ..
P A N o) = £  Q  (1 -  [l -  F . ( i i i )
f „ (*) = (1  -  « - * ) -  £  ( ; )  M M *  >  l')*
y=o
, - * i  _  e-**  ^T(x ~  JY
i=0
(2.8)
f 1, if u is true, 
where, I[u) =  <
( 0, otherwise.
(2.9)
(II) LI TTLEWOOD-VERRALL MODEL
Littlewood and Verrall (1973) took a different approach to the devel­
opment of a model for times between failures. They argued that software
11
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reliability should not be specified in terms of the number of errors in the 
program. In their model, the times between failures are assumed to follow 
an exponential distribution but the parameter of this distribution is treated 
as a random variable with a gamma distribution, viz.
f { t k \ * k ) = h e ~ Xktk, (2.10)
y(A*M(*))  , (2.H)
where the parameter 4>(k) describes the ability of the programmer to deter­
mine the functional form that will give the best fit.
The unconditional distribution of T* is
roo






which is a Pareto distribution. The mean time to failure between the
12
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(A; — l)th  and A:th failures, and the failure rate are given by — ■ and
a
—— 7 7 7T, respectively. 
tk +  v{k)
In practice, ip(k) is assumed to have come from some parametric family, 
for example
ip(k) =  /?i +  0 2k (2.13)
and then the problem reduces to one of inference concerning the three pa­
rameters a , Pi andfoj which completely specify the model. This can be solved 
using maximum likelihood methods. If there is no apriori reason for assum­
ing the linear growth function (2.13), then some means of choosing the best 
among several parametric families is required. Assuming that enough data is 
available to solve these inference problems, the model can be used in various 
ways. Most importantly, it is possible to obtain the pdf’s of future inter­
failure time. From these, the usual reliability measures such as failure rate, 
mean time to failure, reliability function and percentiles of time-to-failure 
distribution can be obtained.
( I l l )  S C H I C K - W O L V E R T O N  ( S - W )  M O D E L
This model is based on the same assumptions as the JM model except
13
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that the hazard function is assumed to be proportional to the current fault 
content of the program as well as the time elapsed since the last failure and 
is given by
A(**) =  <f>(N - k  +  1 ) t k, (2.13)
where, N  = tota l number of initial errors,
<j> =constant of proportionality which keeps the area under the 
probability curve equal to unity, 
tk = the kth time debugging interval; i.e., the time between the 
kth and (k-l)th errors discovered.






Fig 2.2 A typical plot of A (tk) for the SW model (N  =  150,0 =  0.02)
14
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We note that the above hazard rate is linear with time within each failure 
interval, returns to zero at the occurence of a failure, and increases linearly 
again but at a reduced slope, the decrease in slope being proportional to <f>. 
A typical behavior of A (tk) for N  =  150 and <f> =  0.02 is shown in Fig.2.
The reliability function derived for this case is the well-known Rayleigh 
distribution given by
(2.14)
The equations to estimate the total time, T  required to find all remaining 








A modification of the above model was proposed by Schick and Wolver- 
ton (1978), whereby the failure function is assumed to be parabolic in test 
time and is given by
A (tk) =  <I>[N -  (k -  l)](-atfc +  btk +  c), (2.17)
15
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where a, b and c are constants and the other quantities are as defined 
above. This function consists of two factors. The first is basically the hazard 
function of the JM model and the second factor indicates that the likeli­
hood of a failure occurring increases rapidly as the test time accumulates 
within a testing interval. At failure times tk =  0, the failure rate function is 
proportional to that of the JM model.
( I V )  S H O O M A N  E X P O N E N T I A L  M O D E L
Shooman (1972) characterized the hazard rate in terms of the inherent fault 
density of the program ui\, the proportion of unique instructions processed 
/?i, a bulk constant /?2 , and the faults corrected per instruction per unit time 
/?3 - The bulk constant represents the proportion of faults that cause failures. 
For this model the hazard function is of the form
A (t) = Wi
-  /  / M * )
Jo
dx (2.18)
This model is similar to the Jelinski-Moranda model.
16
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2 .2  N H P P  M O D E L S  ON S O F T W A R E  R E L I A B I L I T Y
The Poisson process simply refers to the probability distribution of the 
value of the process at each point in time. The term non-homogeneous in­
dicates that the characteristics of the probability distributions that make 
up the random process vary with time. In this section we discuss a non- 
homogeneous Poisson process as a stochastic model for the software failure 
phenomenon. Similar models have also been used to describe hardware reli­
ability growth. The following definitions characterizing a software reliability 
growth aspect in software testing should be introduced before we discuss 
NHPP models.
1. The mean value function m(t) is an increasing error detection rate 
(IEDR) function if the error detection rate per error, d(t),  is non- de­
creasing in t  >  0.
2. The mean value function m(t)  is decreasing error detection rate (DEDR) 
function if d(t) is non-increasing in t ,  t >  0.
3. The mean value function m(t)  is a constant error detection rate (CEDR) 
function if d(t) is constant in t, t >  0.
17
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( I )  G O E L - O K U M O T O  M O D E L
Goel and Okumoto (1979) proposed a NHPP model which describes a 
software failure detection phenomenon. The mean value function showing 
an exponential growth curve is given by
m(t) =  a[l — e~bt], a >  0 and b >  0, (2.19)
where a represents the expected number of errors to be eventually detected 
and b represents the error detection rate per error at an arbitrary testing 
time. It is clear that m(t)  is a CEDR function since the error detection rate 
per error, say d(t) is given by
d(t) =  b, t >  0 .
The intensity function also known as the error detection rate, A(t) is given
by
A(f) =  abe~bt, (2 .2 1 )
which is clearly a decreasing function of testing time t. For t >  0  the total 
number of errors occuring in (0,f), say N[t) ,  has a Poisson distribution with 
expected value m(t), i.e.
P { N ( t )  =  y } =  y =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ;  (2.22)
I/*
18
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Thus, the stochastic behavior of software failure phenomena is described 
through the N (t )  process.
Let Sk denote the time to k failures. Then the joint density function of 
Su S2, . . . , S n is given by
n
f s !  s n (^l > • • ■ > 5 r») =  e~a^ ~ e abe~bak, a >  0  and 6  > 0 .
k=i
(2.23)
The ML equations are given by
— =1 — e~bSn, (2.24)
CL
n
T = ^ 2 sk + a s ne~bSn, (2.25)
k = 1
which can be solved numerically.
For the case of grouped data, let 2/1 , 2/2 > • - -»I/n denote the cumulative 
number of failures detected by times t i , t 2 , - . . t n respectively. Then the joint 
density function of the observed values is
/  ^ A  \a(e~btk~l —
p A m u ) =  " M = * . ] = n  ?— !— ^— •k=i ( y k - y k - i ) i
(2.26)
19
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The ML equations are given by
-  i t i v k  -  Vk-i)  -  (1 -  e"6t") =0 , (2.27)
a k=l
- a s ne b*n -  £ ] (y *  -  yjt-x)
k=l
t k - i e ~btk-1  _ tk€-btk-
-b t k-1 _  e —btk = 0 , (2.28)
which can be solved by using numerical methods.
This model has parameters with a physical interpretation and can yield 
quantitative measures for software performance assessment. Also of inter­
est is the applicability of the model over a broad class of projects and the 
estimability of parameters when the available data is in the form of times 
between errors or as number of errors in given time intervals.
( I I )  Y A M A D A  A N D  O S A K I  M O D E L
Yamada and Osaki (1985) proposed a non-homogeneous error detection 
rate model on the assumption that there exist two types of errors: Type 1 
errors which are easy to detect and Type 2 errors which are difficult to de­
tect. This NHPP model, called the modified exponential software reliability 
growth model (SRGM) , has a mean value function of
20
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m (t) = o ^ p fc( i - e  bkt), 
k= 1
where, 0  <  b2 <  61 <  1 ,
2
and, 5 ^ P * =  1 . 0 < p k < l ,  (A: =  1 , 2 ).
k= 1
Here
6fc is the error detection rate per Type k error (k=l ,2) ,  and 
Pk is the content proportion of Type k errors, i.e., p*a is the expected initial 
error content of Type k errors (k=l ,2 ).
The error detection rate per error at testing time t is given by
m  =  E
k= 1
Pke-bkt
p1e-6»t +  p2e~b3t bk -
It can be shown that m(t)  is a DEDR function.
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( I l l )  M U S A - O K U M O T O  L O G A R I T H M I C  P O I S S O N  
E X E C U T I O N  T I M E  M O D E L
Musa and Okumoto (1984), introduced a model where the observed 
number of failures by some time t  is assumed to  be a NHPP, similar to the 
Goel-Okumoto model, but with a different mean value function given by
m(t)  =  ^ log(Ao0f +  1), (2.31)
where, Ao and 0 represent the initial failure intensity and the rate of re­
duction in the normalized failure intensity per failure, respectively. This 
model is also closely related to Moranda’s geometric de-eutrophnication 
model and can be viewed as a continuous version of this model. It has 
an intensity function that decreases exponentially with expected failures ex­
perienced and is given by
At =  A0 e"*mW (2.32)
The conditional reliability function and the mean time to failure function are
22
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given, by
AoMjfc-i +  1
Xo6(tk-i +  tk) +  1
(2.33)
and
M T T F { t k- i )  = ^ - B{X0etk-i  +  I ) 1"*,  (2.34)
respectively.
This model has a calendar time component and the total expected num­
ber of failures is infinite. It is very likely that the number of inherent faults 
in a program is finite. The model should be able to accommodate simultane­
ously an infinite number of failures and a finite number of faults and this was 
done by assuming a time-varying fault reduction factor of a specific form. 
The problem of parameter prediction for the logarithmic Poisson model will 
probably be more difficult than that for the basic model. As a result, the 
basic model is likely to be superior for initial, approximate determination of 
behavior. It should be pointed out that the parameter 6 may be related to 
the efficiencies of a testing method and a repair activity; a larger value of 
6 implies a higher efficiency since the failure intensity is reduced at a faster 
rate.
23
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( I V )  Y A M A D A  e t a l  M O D E L
In a software error removal phenomenon it should be assumed that a 
testing process consists of not only a software failure detection process, but 
also a software error isolation process. Yamada, Ohba and Osaki (1983) 
offered the delayed S-shaped Software Reliability Growth Modeling for such an 
error detection process in which the observed growth curve of the cumulative 
number of detected errors is S-shaped. This NHPP model has a mean value 
function given by
which is a S-shaped growth curve. The parameter b represents the failure 
detection rate (and the error isolation rate). It can be shown that m(t)  is an
is monotonically increasing in testing time t.
The intensity function or the error detection rate, A(t), is given by
m(t) =  a[l -  (1  +  bt)e M], b >  0 , (2.35)
IEDR function since the error detection rate per error, given by
A(t) =  ab2te bt, (2.37)
24
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Clearly, A(0 ) = 0  and A(oo) =  0 .
For t  >  0 ,N ( t )  has a Poisson distribution with expected value m(t),  i.e. 
P { N { t )  = y } =   ^ y =  0 , 1 , . . .  (2.38)
y-
Thus, the stochastic behavior of software failure phenomena is described 
through the N(t )  process. Equations (2.35) and (2.38) constitute the basic 
model.
The joint density function of S i , . . . ,  Sn is given by 
/ s , ,...,sn{ s i , . . . , s n) =  anb2ne~a( i - ( i+ 6«-»)e 6"ll J J  ske~ bBk, where a,b >  0 .
k=l
(2.39)
The ML equations are obtained to be
— =1 — (1 +  bsn)e~bSn, (2.40)
a
nI ^
b =2 “  =  ^ 2  Sk +  a b s n e  bSn ’ (2-41)k= 1
which can be solved mnnerically.
25
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In the case of grouped data, the joint density function is given by 
Pr [N(tl ) =  yu . . . , N { t n) =  yn] =  t
TT [»{(! +  -  (1  +  ] » » - » -
b*, ( »  “  M - i ) !
where a , b >  0.
The ML equations for this case are given by
yn =  a[l -  (1 +  btn)e Mn] and (2.43)
« • *  **• =  - X >  - -
which can also be solved by using numerical methods.
(V ) O H B A  M O D E L
The Ohba model describes a softrware failure detection phenomenon 
with a mutual dependence of detected errors. In the error detection process, 
the more failures we detect, the more undetected failures become detectable. 
This NHPP model has a mean value function of
26
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where,® > 0 , b > 0 , and c >  0 ,
which shows an S-shaped growth curve. The parameters b and c represent 
the failure detection rate and the inflection factor, respectively. It can be 
shown that m(t)  is an IEDR function since
<*)  -  t t t f k  <2-46>
is monotonically increasing in testing time t.
In fact, in Japan, some computer manufacturers and software houses use 
the logistic and Gompertz growth curve models. Those curves were originally 
developed to predict demand trend, economic growth, or future population. 
The expected cumulative number of errors detected up to testing time t for 
the logistic growth curve model is given by
m(t)  =  t------------- jr,  where m >  0 ,p  >  0,k  >  0, (2.47)
w  ( l  +  me-P*) K ’
27
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and for the Gompertz growth curve model it is given by
m(t)  =  ka^b* \  where 0 < a < l , 0 < 6 < l , A : > 0 .  (2.48)
The parameters are to be estimated by regression analysis. The pa­
rameter k in both models is the expected initial error content of a software 
system.
28
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3. G O E L -O K U M O T O  an d  Y A M A D A  et ai M O D E L S
3 .1  G - 0  M O D E L  D E V E L O P M E N T
Let { N ( t ) , t  >  0} be a counting process representing the cumulative 
number of failures up to time t. It is reasonable to assume that for any finite 
collection of times t i  <  <  ••• <  *n> the n random variables N [ t i ) , N ( t 2 ) —
N ( t i ) ,  . . . ,N ( tn) — JV(£n_ i)  are independent, implying that the counting pro­
cess >  0 } has independent increments.
M od el A ssu m p tio n s.
1. The number of errors in a software system at the start of the debugging 
process is a random variable.
2 . Each time failure occcurs, the bug which caused the failure is immedi­
ately removed by the programmer.
3. The time between failures k- 1  and k depends on the time to k- 1  failures.
29
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Let m \( t)  represent the expected number of software failures upto time 
f. Then, m i( t )  is a bounded and non-decreasing function of t with the 
following boundary conditions:
, f 0 , for t =  0 , 
w»i(t) f  . (3-1
1, a, for t —» oo,
where a is the expected number of software errors to be eventually detected. 
It is assumed that the error detection rate per error, say b, is constant, i.e.,
1 dm A t)  , .
----------777— JTi  =  6> b > 0 • 3 -2a — m i \ t )  at
Solving differential equation (3.2) under the boundary condition (3.1) the 
solution for m i( t )  is given by :
mi( t )  =  a ( l — e-6 *). (3.3)
The intensity function or the error detection rate, Ai(f), is obtained by dif­
ferentiating equation (3.3) with respect to t , which yields
Ai(t) =  abe~bt.
For t  >  0 , N(t)  has a Poisson distribution with expected value m ^ i), i.e.
P {N { t )  = y } =  y =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (3.4)
V’
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Thus, the stochastic behavior of software failure phenomena is described 
through the N(t)  process. Equations (3.3) and (3.4) constitute the basic 
models.
3 .2  E S T I M A T I O N  O F P A R A M E T E R S  OF G - 0  M O D E L
Case of Interfailure Data.
Let X k  be the time between failures (k-1) and k, and S k  the time to k 
failures. Then the joint density function of S i , S 2 , . . . ,Sn is given by
n
/ s , ( 3 i , . . . , 5 n) =  J J  abe~bak, a >  0, 6  >  0.
k —1
Given the failure times s =  («i,.S2 ) .-.,Sn), the log likelihood function is given 
by
n
Li[a,  6 |s) =  n log(a) +  n log(b) — a ( l -  e~bSn) — b ^  Sk. (3.5)
fc=i
Differentiating equation (3.5) with respect to a and b separately and equating 
to zero, the maximum likelihood (ML) equations are found to be:
31
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-  =  1 -  e~bSn, (3.6)
CL
n
7  =  Sk +  asne~han. (3.7)
A=i
So far no results are available regarding the solution of these equations. We 
plan to find a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of finite 
positive roots of these equations.
The following lemma is used to prove Theorem 1 and Lemma 2 , con­
cerning the solution of equations (3.6) and (3.7).
LEMMA 1. The function
m  =  ( « )
k= 1
is a decreasing function of b.
PROOF: Differentiating g(b) with respect to b and simplifying further it can 
be shown that
,.  . - n e 2b3n +  2 nebBn — n +  nb2s2ehSn 
g { i ]  =  6*(e‘*» -  1 )= '  . ( 3 ' 9 )
The numerator of g'(b) is w(b) =  nebSn(—ehBn +  2 — e~b3n +  b2s2)
32
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Let x =  bsni then
g® -4- p *
«.(») =  +  | -  -  ^ - )
=  2 ne’ ( - ^ - | r -  -  ) < 0  (3 1 °)
Therefore, g'(b) <  0 and as such g(b) is decreasing in b. □
THEOREM 1. The necessary and sufficient condition for the equations (3.6) 
and (3.7) to have finite positive roots is
2  A
« » > - > « * •  (3.11)
X
PROOF: From equation (3.6) we have a =  n ( l  — e-6*")- 1 . Now a is finite 
and positive if 6 >  0. Substituting this value of a into the equation (3.7) we 
obtain the following equation involving b alone,
n nsn .
j - X > - ? ^ r T  =  °- <3-12)
k= 1
Now it suffices to show that (3.11) is the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of a positive root of equation (3.12). Note that the left hand
33
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side of (3.12) is the function <7(6) of Lemma 1 . Now, lim <7 (6) and lim g(b)
6—*0 b—»oo
are given by
lim g(b) =  lim
b—*0 b-*0
n nsn
b f - ^ Sk eb3n - 1
eb8n — bsn — 1
k=l
=  — > Sk +  n lim 
f-*  6— 0k= 1
n
=  — )  si- +  n lim 
b-ofc=i
n




. n s n
b[ebSn — 1]
e — o
e ba„ _)_ b sn e ban _  ^
s j e ban 




lim g(b) =  -  V  sk < 0. (3.14 )
0—*00 fc=l
On using the fact that g{b) is a decreasing function of b, as proved in Lemma 
1, it follows that equation (3.12) has a positive root if and only if (3.11) is 
true. □
Now we prove the uniqueness of the MLE’s in the following Lemma.
A
LEMMA 2. There exist a unique positive constants a and b satisfying the 
ML equations (3.6) and (3.7) if and only if  the condition (3.11) is satisfied.
34
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PROOF: Since <7(6) is decreasing for all b >  0, therefore, by Lemma 1, g(b) =  
0  has unique root. By substituting this root into equation (3.6) we obtain 
the unique solution for a. □
35
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Case of Grouped Data.
Let 3/1 , 2/2 * *--j 3/n denote the cumulative number of failures detected by 
times i i , i 2> —tn, respectively. Then the joint density function of the observed 
data is
P [ N { t i )  =  =  yn] =  j j  Pr [N(tk) -  N { t k- 1) =  yk -  yk- 1]
fc=i
=  p-m(ta) TT M * * ) - ™ { t k- i ) ] yk Vk 1 
7= 1  { y k - y k - i Y
e
k=
=  e_a(i_e-6‘. )  A  [a(e -  e M*)]w 
* = 1  _  ^ *-0 !
where to =  0  and yo =  0 .
The likelihood function for the parameters is simply the joint probability 
density of y i , y 2, ...,y„, given by
~ —fit \ t-w btk—i  p y/c—i
- n 1*  — ■ (3-i6)fc=i
Taking the natural logarithm of equation (3.15) yields:
36
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log L(a,b\y, t )  =  y„logo
n
+  5 1  (y* “  y*- i)  log(e- 6 t *-1  -  e~btk)
k= 1 
n
~ Y l ( y k ~ yfc- 0 ! _ ° ( 1 - e M")-
fc=i
The ML equations are given by:
-  X^(y* -  Vk-i) -  (1  -  e~btn) =  0 , a „
(3.16)
-  2 2  f a  ~  »*-*)
fc=i
fc=i
(tfc-xe-^-* - h e - ^ p
p— — df—bt/t — atne btn =  0 .
(3.17)
(3.18)
The following lemma is used in proving Theorem 2  concerning the solu­
tion of equations (3.17) and (3.18).
Lemma 3. Let gx{b) =  c2(ebi +  e~bd -  2 ) + d 2 ( 2 -  ebc -  e~bc), where b > 0  
and c and d are constants satisfying 0 <  c <  d. Then gi(b) is positive for all 
b >  0 .
PROOF: Differentiating gi(b) with respect to b yields:
g[(b) =  dc2(ebd -  e~bd) +  cd2(e~bc -  ebc)
=  dc2 (eM _ e- M ) +  “ ( _ efcc +  e- 6cj 
C
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Let r =   ^ >  1 and be =  a >  0. Note that sinh(0) =  0. Then,
g\ (6) =  d c 2 [{ear -  e~ar) -  r(e° -  e~a)] 
=  2dc2 [sinh(ar) — rsinh(a)]
=  2 rdc2 
=  2  ardc2
sinh(or)
sinh(a)
sinh(ar) — sinh(0) sinh(a) — sinh(O) 
or a
(3.19)
Let g2 {y) =  sinh(y). Then in the equation (3.19), the first expression is 
the slope of the secant joining (0 , 3 2 (0 )) and (ar,g2(ar)) and the second 
expression is the slope of the secant joining (0, ff2(0)) and ( 0 , 3 2 ( 0 ) ) -  Note 
that 0 <  o <  or. Again from the properties of sinh we know that it is a 
convex function. Therefore,
sinh(ar) — sinh(0) sinh(o) — sinh(0) 
ar a
Hence, g\(b) >  0. Note again that 31 (0) =  0. Therefore, 3 1 (b) >  0 for all 
b >  0 . □
We now derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the MLE’s to be 
finite and positive in the following theorem.
38
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THEOREM 2. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
finite positive root of the equations (3.17) and (3.18) is
t ny n > ^ 2 [ y k -  Vk- l ) { t k  + t k - 1).
A= 1
(3.20)
PROOF: From equation (3.17) we obtain a =  yn(l — e-6tn)“ 1. Clearly, o is 
finite and positive if 0 < b <  oo. Substituting this value of a into equation 
(3.18) we obtain the following equation in b:
n
o =  - £ ( y * - y * - i )
fc=i
n
( t k - i e~btk~1 - t ke ' btk)
L (« - b t k - i  — e~btk)
-  V k - l ) e —bt„
k= 1
1 -  e~ht"
=  - ' % 2 { V k - y k - i )
k= 1
t k - i e b ( t k ~ t k - i )  _ tfc . t n+e b(tk - t k - i )  _  1 e btn _  1 (3.21)
Therefore, we have to show that (3.20) is the necessary and sufficient condi­
tion for the existence of a positive root for equation (3.21).
Let hi(b)  denote the right hand side function of the equation (3.21).
i.e.,
M 6) =  ~ ^ 2 ( y k - yk - i )
k=l
n
=  -  £  (yfc -  Vk- i )
t n ]
g6(tfc—i*_!) _  2 ebtn _  ^
fc=l
t k- i e b(tk~tk~l) -  tk 
e b[tk - t k ~ i) _  i
39
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To prove the sufficient condition let us first determine lim hi(6 ) and
lim hi(b).
b—>oo




-re b(tk - t k - i )  _  l  e btn _  i
• • f»
= -  ~  y k - i ) * k - i  + Jim ^ 2(V k ~  V k - i )X
k=l k=  1
(e6(tfc-tfc-i) _  1) {e btn _  1) 
n n
-  ~ Y l ( y k ~ yk- i )tk- 1 +  _ yfc-i ) x
fc=i k=i
~( t fc -  t k - i ) e btn -  -  t fc +  t fc_ i  +  t w'
g&(tn+tfc — 1 ) — g^ (^ Jk 1 ) — g^» -j- 1
n n
=  “  - V k - l ) t k - l  +  Km J ^ ( y *  ~  y k ~ l ) X
k= 1 &=1
’_________ t w(tfc -  *fe-i)e6t" -  t n ( t k -  *fe-i )eb(tfc~ tfc- l)
. ( t n +  t k ~  t k - ^ e ^ + ^ - h - , )  _  { tk -  t k - i ) e b^ - ^ - 1) -  *nCM». 
n n
=  - J ^ ( y * - y * - i ) t f c - i  +  l im J^(yjfe - y k - i ) x
fc=i fc=i
'_________ t 2n ( t k -  t k - i ) e bin -  __________
.( in  +  t k  — t k - i ) 2e6(tn+tfc-t* - 1) -  (f* — t fc_ 1) 2e6(tfc-tfc- 1) — f 2 e6<n
n n
= -  “ y k - l ) h - l  + X](y* ~ y k - l ) x
k=l  k= 1
t l ( t k - t k - l ) ~ t n ( t k - t k - l ) 2
. ( t n  + t k ~  t k - l ) 2 ~  ( tk  ~  t k - 1)2 -  i „ .
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n i  n




Again, it can easily be shown from step two of equation (3.23) that
lim hi{b) =  -  JZ{yk  ~  y k - i ) t k- u
b—*oo *—■“*k=l
(3.24)
which is a negative quantity. Therefore, the sufficient condition for the exis­
tence of positive root of the equation hi(b) =  0  is:
i.e.,
tnVn ~  5 3 ^ *  ~  y * - l ) ( * *  +  t k - \ )  
k~ 1




To prove that the condition (3.20) is necessary, let us prove that the 
function hi(b) is decreasing in b. Taking derivative of hi(b) with respect to 
b we obtain:
41
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h i (b) =  -  X ^(yk ~ yk- ^
k=l
bt„
[eKtfc-tfc-O _  i ]2 (ebtn _  1)2
For a fixed k, let c =  tk — t k - 1 and d =  tn. Then the expression within the 
square bracket can be expressed as:
c V c d2ebd 
(ebc -  l ) 2 ~  (ebd -  l ) 2
C2e b(c+2d) _  2 c2e b(c+d) +  C2e bc _  d 2e b(2c+d)  +  2ef2g6(c+d) _  d 2£bd 
~  (e6 c _ i ) 2 ( e 6 d _ i ) 2
e 6(c+d)
=  (et . _  1)2(eM _  x)2  +  c -  2> +  d2(*b‘ +  «_ ‘e "  2)1  ' (* •» )
The expression in the square bracket of equation (3.26) is same as the func­
tion <7i (6) considered in Lemma 2, with fifi(O) =  0 . Therefore, by Lemma 2 
hi(b) is a decreasing function in b.
Since hi(b) is a decreasing function of b and lim hi(b) <  0, the equation
b—*oo
(3.21) would have a positive root if and only if l im/ii(6) >  0 which in turn 
implies that (3.20) must be true. □
On making use of the results given in Theorem 2, we obtain the following 
results regarding MLEs.
42
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AL E M M A  4.  If a and b are finite positive roots of the ML equations (3.17) 
and (3.18) then they are unique.
P R O O F :  It has already been proved that the function hi(b) is decreasing 
for all b >  0. Therefore, if the solution exists for b it will be unique. Again, 
using equation (3.17) we obtain the unique solution for a. □
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3 .3  Y A M A D A  et al M O D E L  D E V E L O P M E N T
As in Goel-Okumoto model, let { N ( t ) , t  >  0 } be a counting process 
representing the cumulative number of failures up to time t. For any finite 
collection of times t i  <  t 2 <  ... <  t n, the n random variables N ( t i ) , N ( t 2 ) — 
N ( t i ) ,  . . .N(tn) — N ( tn- i )  are assumed to be independently distributed.
M o d e l A ssu m p tion s.
1. At the start of the debugging process the number of errors contained in 
a software system is a random variable.
2. Each time a failure occurs the bug which caused it is immediately re­
represent the expected number of software failures up to time t. Clearly,
moved.
3. The time between failures k-1  and k depends on the time to k- 1  failures.
Let
m 2(t) =  a[l -  (1  +  bt)e M], a , b >  0 , (3.27)
m 2(t) is nondecreasing and satisfies the boundary conditions given by
for t — 0 , 
for t  —>• oo
(3.28)
44
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where a is the expected number of software errors to be eventually detected. 
The error detection rate d{t) per error at time t is:




The intensity function or the error detection rate, A2 (f), is obtained by dif­
ferentiating equation (3.27) with respect to t , which yields
A2 (t) — ab2te~bt.
Clearly, A2 (0 ) =  0  and A2 (oo) =  0 .
For t >  0 , N ( t )  has a Poisson distribution with expected value m 2 (t), i.e.
P { N ( t )  =  y } =  fm 2 ^ y e- ^ ( t ) ,  y =  0 , 1 , ----  (3.30)
y-
Thus, the stochastic behavior of software failure phenomena is described 
through the N (t)  process. Equations (3.27) and (3.30) constitute the basic 
models.
45
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3 .4  E S T I M A T I O N  OF P A R A M E T E R S  OF Y A M A D A  et al M O D E
Case o f Interfailure Data.
Let Sk be the time to kth failure. Then the joint density function of 
S i , S 2, . . . , S n is given by
f S l  s n ( s u . . . , S n )  =  a n b2ne - ^ - ^ h8^ '  '"1 J ]  s k e - b* \
fc=i
where a >  0 , b >  0. (3.31)
Given the failure times s =  («i , . . . ,  sn), the log likelihood function is given 
by
n
Lz(a,b\s)  =  n lo g a  +  2nlog6 -  6 ^ 5  ^ -  a[l -  (1 +  6s„)e-fcanj, (3.32)
*=i
and the ML equations are given by
-  =  1 -  ( l  +  6sn) e - 68“, (3.33)
a
n
y  =  H  Sk +  abs2ne ' bSn. (3.34)
k= 1
46
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No work has been done regarding the existence of the solution of these equa­
tions. Here we are going to find a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of a finite solution for these two equations. The steps will be to 
reduce the two equations into a single equation containing only one param­
eter and then find its necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of 
roots.
The following lemma is used to prove Theorem 3 and Lemma 6 , con­
cerning the solution of equations (3.33) and (3.34).
L E M M A  5.  The function
* ih\ -  bSn€bBn ~  eb3n +  1 -  2 t?
3 (eba» -  bsn -  l ) 2 (bsn)2
is negative for all b >  0 .
P R O O F :  Combining the terms on the right hand side of the equation 
(3.35) we have
93(b) =
(bsnebSn — eb8n +  l )(6 s ,i)2 — 2(e6a" — bsn — l ) 2 
(e 6a„ _  _  i ) 2 ( f o n )2 (3.36)
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Let (7 4(6 ) denote the numerator of the equation (3.36). Then
g4(b) =  —2e2b8n +  (bsn)3ebBn -  (bsn)2ebB* + 4 bsneba" + 4 e b°n -  (bsn)2 - 4 b s n - 2
and it can be seen that <74(0 ) =  0 . Differentiating <74(6) with respect to b we 
have
<74(6 ) =  —4sne26an +  b3 s^ebBn +  2b2 s 3nebBn +  2bs2nehSn +  8 snebBn -  2bs2n -  4s„ 
and 5 4 (0 ) =  0. Again, differentiating g'4 (b) with respect to b we have 
9 "(b) =  —8 s 2 e26a“ +  b3 s hneb8n +  5b2 sAnehBn +  6 bs3nehBn +  1 0 s2 e~bSn -  2 s 2 
and <74(0 ) =  0. Differentiating g" (b) once again with respect to b we obtain 
g'"(b) =  -1 6 s 3e26an +  b3 s^ebBn +  8 b2 s 5nebBn +  16 bs*ebBn +  16s3 e6a"
=  s 3e [—16e " +  &3s3 +  862s2 +  166sn +  16] 
=  s 3e6a” [16 +  166s* +  862s2 +  &3s3 -  16e6a"]
/i2 „2 l3 „3
(16 +  16£>sn +  862s2 +  ft3s3) -  16(1 +  bsn +  +  - ^ )
(3.37)=  —- 6 3s3ei>a'1, for all 6 >  0, 
o
which is a negative quantity. This implies that g" (b) is decreasing in b and 
as g4 (0) =  0, and we can conclude that g"(6) is negative for all b >  0. In a
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similar fashion, going backward step by step, it can be shown that 5 4 (6) is 
also a negative function. □
In the following theorem we are going to prove the necessary and suffi­
cient condition for finite positive MLE’s.
T H E O R E M  3. The necessary and sufficient condition for equations (3.33) 
and (3.34) to have a finite positive roots is
3 n
S n > - ^ 1 2 sk- (3-38) 
*=1
P R O O F : Equation (3.33) can be solved explicitly for a in terms of b, giving 
a =  n[l — (1 +  &sn)e -6Sn]- 1 . Clearly, a is positive and finite if 6 >  0. 
Substituting this value of a into (3.34), we have an equation in terms of b 
alone. Let /12 (b) denote this new equation. Then,
=  y  -  ^  _  X =  °. (3.39)
Therefore, the proof of the theorem boils down to showing that the necessary 
and the sufficient condition for the existence of a positive root of (3.39) is
49
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sn >  ^  V^Sfc. Now lim/i2 (b) and lim /12(b) are given by
, 6—►() 6—►00k= 1
lim h2 (b) =  lim 
fc—0 v ’ 6 - 0
=  lim 6—^0
2 n r—>






b 11 e6a- — bsn — 1fc=l
2 neb8n — nb2 s 2n — 2 nbsn — 2 n 
be68" — b2s n — b
2 n sne6a" — 2 nbs \  — 2  nsn 
bsneb8n +  ebSn — 2  bsn — 1
2ns£e68n -  2ns„




~ i > 2 sk
1
=  lim 
6—+0
2 ns®e6a,v
3 s 2 ebBn +  bs® eb8n
2 n \  >
=  T Sn ~ l ^ Sk
and
lim h2 {b) =  -  <  0 .
b—*oo *—**k= 1
Therefore the sufficient condition for the existence of a positive root for (3.39)
is
3 A
Sn >  —  2_^Sk' (3.40)
fc=1
To prove the necessary part let us prove that the function h2 (b) is decreasing
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in b. Differentiating h2 (b) with respect to b gives
• / _  2 n  n4 (e6a" ~  bsn -  1 ) -  nbs^(swe68" -  s n)
2 [ )  b2 (ebSn — bsn — l ) 2
2  n ns2 eb8fl — ns 2 — n bs teb8n 
~ ~~b 2 (e6fl* -  bsn -  l ) 2
bsneb8n — eb8n +  1 2
=  ns. (etan _  _  i)2 (6s„)2 (3.41)
Note that the bracketed expression in (3.41) is the same as the function 9 3 (6) 
considered in Lemma 5. Therefore, by Lemma 5, h'2 (b) is negative and as 
such kz(b) is a decreasing function in b. Hence it follows that equation (3.39) 
has a positive root if (3.38) is true. □
On using some results of Theorem 3, we obtain the following lemma 
related to the MLE’s.
L E M M A  6 . If the roots of equations (3.33) and (3.34) are positive and 
Snite then they are unique.
P R O O F : We have proved that h2 (b) is a decreasing function for all 6 > 0. 
Therefore, if a positive root 6 exists, it is unique. Equation (3.33) provides 
an explicit solution for a in terms of b and a is finite and positive if 6 > 0 . 
As such the roots are unique, provided they are finite and positive. □
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Case of Grouped Data.
Suppose that the data is obtained in pairs of the form (tk,Vk), k =  
1 , 2 , where y* is the number of software failures detected up to time 
tk- Then the joint density function of the observed values is
Pr [N(ti) =  y i , . . . , N { t n) =  yn]
n
=  I I  ~  N it k - i )  =  yi - yjfe-i]
t= i
=  e - m 3(tn) rr tm 2 (tk) ~  w»a(<*-i)]yfc~ yfc~1
i ( y * - y * - i ) !
=  a[1_ (1+6tn)e-6tn] A  [a{(l +  btk- i ) e ~ bt'‘- '  -  (1 +  tofc)e ~ Mfc
i {yk -  yjk-i)!
where, a, b >  0.
Note, that the likelihood function for the parameters is nothing but the joint 
probability density function of the observed values y i , . . . ,  y„ and is given by
TT [«{(! +  btk- i ) e - btk- 1 -  (1 +
i ( y * - y k - i ) !
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For brevity let us write L 4  for L^a,  b\y,t). Taking the natural logarithm of 
equation (3.42) yields:
lo g 2,4 =  —a [l -  (1 +  btn )e 64,1 ] +  ]T(yfc -  y jt-i) lo g o  -  log(yfc -  y k- 1)
1 1
n
+  -  Vk - i )  log[(l +  Wfc-ije"6**-1 -  (1 +  btk) e - iik]. (3.43)
The ML equations are given by
yn =  a[l -  (1 +  btn)e M*], since y0 =  0, (3.44)
n  v U 2 p - b t k _ t 2
=  ‘  “ - l ) '[(1 +  -  (1 +  « * ) « - “ • ]■< 3 ' 4 5 )
T H E O R E M  4. The sufficient condition for the roots of  equations (3.44) 
and (3.45) to be finite and positive is
M - t l - 1)
Vntn > Vk-l)  ^ 2  _  j-2 j '
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P R O O F : From equation (3.44) we obtain the value of a, which is yn[ 1 — 
( l  +  btn)e~btn]~1. Substituting this into equation (3.45) yields
- t i e - * * )
0 =  -  ^2(Vk ~  Vk-i)
k= 1 [(1 +  btk-i )e  btk~i -  (1 +  btk)e~btk]
Vnbtl , - b t n
[1 -  (1 +  btn)e~bt«)
n
fc=i
bt\ - -  bt\
+ btl
(l +  btk- i )eb(tk~ tk~») — btk — 1 -  btn -  1





h4{b) =  b t l _ xeb{tn+tk~tk~l) +  b2{ t l t k- i  -
+  b( t l  ~  -  b2(t2nt k -  t nt l )  -  bt \ebi- -  b(t2n -  t 2k),
and
h5{b) =  btk- l eb(tn+tk~tk- 1') +  efc(^+*fc-t«=-i) _  +  ^  +  ^
-  b(tn +  tk- i ) e b t^k~tk- ^  -  _  btkehtn -  ebtn +  b2t kt n +  1.
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The value of a, as in equation (3.44), is finite and positive iff 6 obtained from 
equation (3.46) is positive. Equivalently, the proof of this theorem reduces to 
proving that the sufficient condition for the root of equation (3.46) is positive. 
Let <75 (6) denote the function on the right hand side of the equation (3.46). To 
find the sufficient condition for the root to be positive let us obtain lim <75 (6 ) 
and lim <7 5 ( 6 ) .
b—too
lim 1*4 (6) =  lim
b->o '  6 - 0
+  K t l  ~  4 - i ) e 6 ( t* - ‘ * - l )  -  b \ t l t k -  t n t l )  -  b t \ e htn -  b ( t2n - 1\)
=  0 .
lim hs(b) =  lim 
6—>0 v ’ 6—0
btic- i e b(tn+tk~tk~1  ^ +  _  b2tntk_^eb(tk- t k- l)
-  b ( tn +  -  e b^ k- tk- ^  -  btk e b i » -  e bt" +  b2t kt n
+  6 ( tk +  t n) +  1
=  1 -  1 -  1 +  1
=  0 .
lim h4 (6)
6—0 /1 5 (6 )
is of the form zero over zero.
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Using L’Hopital’s rule we have,
lim  h \  (b ) =  lim  
6 - o ' 6 - o
t 2k  i ^ b t l ^ t n  +  t k -  t k - 1) e b^ + t k '
+  W n * * - 1 -  M f c - i )  +  {*1 -  *1 - 1  ){*k -  t fc - l) ]e6(tfc tfe 
+  b2(t2nt k- i  -  t nt 2k_ x){tk -  +  (f2 _  t \ _ :
-  2 b ( i ^ t k -  t n t \ )  -  t 2k ebt» -  -  (f2 - * £ )
=  t l - i  +  ( t 2n - t 2k _ 1) - t 2k - ( t 2n - t 2k )
=  0 .
lim  h i  (6) =  lim  
6—>0 ov ' 6—0 W * - i (*„ +  ifc -  <fc_ 1)e6(tn+tfc +  (fn +  t k ) eb^ ’
— b[2tn t k- i  +  ( tn +  t k - i ) ( t k — t k - i ) ] e b(tk tk
-  62 i BSfc_i(ifc -  -  ( tn +  t k ) e b(t k ~ tk- l '>
-  (<n +  <fc)e6tn -  +  2 b tk t n  +  ( t k +  t n )
=  (*n +  t k )  ~  ( t n +  t k) -  (*„ +  t k ) +  (t k +  t n )
=  0 .
lim 7 T777 is of the form zero over zero. 




) e b ( t k - t k - l )
+ tk~tk-l)
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Similarly, it can be shown that
K {b)  , h'l'{b)
lim T il n  \ and ThTTTTb->oh!£(b) b-+oh'l'(b)
are of the form zero over zero.
Once again using L’Hopital’s rule, we obtain
l im  ^4 (^) =  4 t k_ 1 (t n  +  t k ~~ t k —l )  — 1 2 t n t }c_ i  [ tk — t k —i ) 2 — 4 t k —l Xo—
{tk -  t k - i f  -  4 t \ t l  +  4t* (tfc -  t fc_x)3 +  12t*tfc_1(i* -  ifc -i)2 
=  4t2n( t l - t 3k_ l ) - 4 t n{t2k - t l _ l ).
lira h™(b) =  (tn +  t k — tfc-i)4 — 4tn(tk — t k- 1)3 +  4tk- i ( t n +  t k — t k_ j)3
6—0
\ 2 t nt k—i( tk t k—i) t k{tk t k—i ) ^ —Ztk—i[ tk —t k—iY
4 t kt 3n - t 4n




4t2n{ t l - t l _ l ) - 4 t n{ t l - t l _ 1)
2 2 f ,  A t l - t l - i )
~  3^nin 3  t -A y *  j- (2.47)
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Again, from the first step of equation (3.46), let
lim Wfc) =  lim 
6—*0 V ' 6—0
~ b t 2k
+
(1 +  — btk ~  1 ebtn ~  btn — 1
limhofa) =  lim 6—0 V ’ 6 -0
On using L’Hospital’s rule we have
t * ( l  +  — tk
+
<ne6t" -
Using L’Hopital’s rule once again and simplifying further yields
lim h.2 (b) =  t k- 1 .o—>0
lim ff5(6) =  -  y V y *  -  !fc-i)tfc-i <  0. 0—6 00 fc=l
(3.48)
Therefore, sufficient condition for the root to be positive is
2 2 'ST', M - t l - i )
2 Vntn g yk~ { t \ —t \  ) ~
i.e.,
Vntn >  £ ( y *  -  y * - i ) !?a l y  D
1 \l k fc—1/
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4 . M O D IF IE D  G O E L -O K U M O T O  A N D  M O D IF IE D  
Y A M A D A  et al M O D E L S
4 .1  D E V E L O P E M E N T  OF M O D I F I E D  
G O E L - O K U M O T O  M O D E L
STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS OF FAILURE PROCESS
The errors in a software system are encountered when a sequence of 
instructions is executed. Let N(t)  denote the number of these errors en­
countered up to time t  and t i  <  <  . . .  <  t n denote a finite collec­
tion of times. Then it is plausible to assume that the n random variables 
N [ t i ) , N ( t 2 ) — N ( t i ) , . . . ,  N ( t n) — N ( t n- 1) are independently distributed. 
To build our model we make the following assumptions:
A ssu m p tio n s.
1. The initial error content of a software system is a random variable.
2. Each time a failure is encountered, it is removed immediately.
3. The time between A;—1 and k failures depends on the time to k-1 failures.
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Let m3(f) be the mean value function of the N(t) process, i.e.,
m3(i) =  £ [# (* )]. (4.1)
Since m3(t) represents the expected number of software failures by time t, 
it should be a non-decreasing function of t. If we assume a finite number of
errors in the system then m 3(t) should have the following boundary condi­
tions
f 0, when t  — 0, 
m 3(t) =   ^ 4.2)
q, when t  —> 0 0 ,
where q is a finite quantity. Based on this boundary condition our suggested
model is
m3(t) =  log
Clearly,
ea — c 
eae~kt -
a , b > 0  and 0 <  c <  1. (4.3)
f 0, when t =  0,
when * - 00. (4-4)
Note that lo g (^ f j )  is the expected number of faults to be eventually de­
tected and is a finite quantity.
The rationale behind the suggested model is that when c =  0, it is 
the G -0 model, and when c =  1, the corresponding probability density
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function of the failure time is a proper density. Note that for 0 <  c <  1, the 
probability density function of the first failure time is an improper density. 
So our endeavour will be to look for a c that will give a better estimate of 
the expected number of faults in the system than that of the Goel-Okumoto 
model.
FAILURE RATE
Let F  be the life distribution of a unit. Then F is an Increasing Fail- 
ure Rate (IFR) distribution or Decreasing Failure Rate (DFR) distribution 
depending on whether the function
is decreasing or increasing in 0 < t <  oo for all x >  0, where F  =  1 — F.
Failure rate tells us about the number of failures occured per unit of 
time. Therefore, we would expect a DFR failure rate from a software relia­
bility model. Following lemma proves that our model has DFR.
L E M M A  1. The F  corresponding to the model given by (4.3) is a DFR 
distribution.
P R O O F :  The function F(t)  may be obtained from the relation F(t) =
61
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e m3W, (cf. Barlow and Proschan (1975) ). Therefore,
F(x\t) =






To show that F(a;|t) is increasing in t, let us show that F'(x\t),  where prime 
stands for derivative with respect to t, is positive for all x >  0. Taking the 
derivative with respect to t of the natural log of the function given by (4.5), 
we have
dlogF(x\ t)  —abe~b(t+x)eae
- 6 ( t + x )
dt e a e - fc( t+x)  _  c +
abe bteae
0 — bt
=  abe -bt




eae-M‘+x) _  c eo — C
By taking derivative with respect to x it can easily be shown that the function
e~bxeae~b(t+z)
.ae-Ht+z) _  „ is increasing in x. Therefore for all x >  0,
d lo g F ^ lt)
dt
>  abe bt
.-bt
+
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ERROR DETECTION RATE PER ERROR
The error detection rate per error in our suggested model is
abe~bteae b'
(4.6)
Now we investigate the behavior of m3 (t) in the following theorem.
T H E O R E M  1. At the start  m3 (t) is a DEDR function and then gradually 
becomes an IEDR function based on the values of  c.
P R O O F :  Taking the natural logarithm of (4.6) and on further simplifica­
tion after differentiating with respect to t, we have
dt
abe~bteae 1‘ abe~bteae “ 1-----------------------------
—b — abe bt +  y(c) (4.7)
Note that - lo| r ^  =  0 . Now, we want to look at the domain of c to find
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where the function dlo^d(t) jg positive and where it is negative.
j/(c) =  abe bteae
-tt
ea* b t - l
(eoe-“  _cy
-bt
i r f *  ~  l o g ( ^ z ^ )
[(e— _ c) l o g ( ^ ^ ) ] 2 j  
abe~bte
„ - b t
,e  — Cy
I'o&C-r— r 1)?L — C
Bae “ -  1
+  log(
eae~bt -  c





n V t ) ]2+1 — c
log(- - ) + l -
- 6 t
1 - c  ' 1 — c
Let Q =  log(e—" e~ c). Then, the expression within the square bracket is
G(Q) =  Q2 +  Q +  1 -  eQ.
It is easy to verify that the zero of G(Q)  lies in the interval (1.7,1.8). Let r 
denote the exact zero of G(Q).  Therefore, y'(c) is negative if Q >  r. That 
is, d is negative if
,eae 6‘ - c .
log(—  ) >  r.1 — c
er -  eae
-u
negative if c > -----------
er -  1
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Clearly, as t increases the above inequality does not hold good because 0 <  
c <  1  and as a result becomes positive. Therefore, based on the
value of c, the equation (4.7) is negative for small values of t  and gradually 
becomes positive. D
SOFTWARE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To use the model for predictive purposes we need to investigate the 
measures like the number of failures up to time t, expected faults remaining 
in the system at a future time, reliability during the mission, etc. In this 
section we develop models that can be used to estimate these measures.
1. NUMBER OF FAILURES UP TO TIME t.
Given the parameters a,b and c the distribution of N(t)  is Poisson with 
mean m 3 (t) =  log[ej ! r tc_ e], i.e.,
P[N(t)  = y ]  =  e~m3^ \  y =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ;
Clearly,
P[N(oo)  = y| =  y =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . . ;  (4.8)
y-
which is the total number of failures encountered if the system is used indef­
initely, is also a Poisson distribution with mean 7713(0 0 ) =  log[-j^r].
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2. REMAINING ERRORS AFTER DEBUGGING.
Let N(t)  denote the number of errors remaining in the system at time t  i.e.,
N{t)  =  N { oo) -  N{t) .  (4.9)
Then the expected number of faults remaining in the system at time t is
,eae~ht — c,
E N ( t ) =  log(— ---------- ). (4.10)
1 — c
Goel-Okumoto (1979), used the conditional distribution of N(t)  =  N(oo) — 
N(t) ,  given N(t)  =  y, to obtain expected number of faults remaining in 
the software system after y  number of faults have been detected during the 
test period. The very concept of talking about the conditional distribu­
tion and the conditional expectation is erroneous. This is because in any 
finite collection of times t i , f 2 , . . .  , t n the n random variables N ( t i ) , N ( t 2 ) — 
N ( t i ) , . . .  , N ( t n) — N ( tn- 1) are independent. Therefore, all the inferences 
based on this conditional distribution of N(t)  are erroneous since N(t)  and 
N(t)  are independent. The equation (14) of Goel-Okumoto (1979), giving 
the conditional distribution of N(t) ,  given N (t) ,  in in error, and this distri­
bution is the same as the unconditional distribution of N(t)  given below in
(4.11).
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Probability distribution of N(t) ,  by definition of NHPP Barlow and 
Proschan (1975), is given by
where A =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
Knowing the distribution of remaining faults in the system is of utmost 
importance. Based on it we would decide whether the software system can 
be released or not.
CONDITIONAL RELIABILITY FUNCTION
The reliability of a fresh unit corresponding to a mission of duration x 
is, by definition, 1 — F(x),  where F  is the life distribution of the unit. The 
corresponding reliability of a unit of age x is
To find the conditional reliability function for our model let us first find
p [ j f W =  „] =  - ' " 3 W1 1' (os)—m, (,)]
(4.11)
(4.12)
out the life distribution function of a unit. This may be obtained from the
relation F(t)  =  1 — e m3W and is found to be
(4.13)
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Therefore using (4.13) in (4.12) we obtain the conditional reliability function 
given that the nth failure occured at time s n, as
ae-*(«+t) _
fli(*|s„ =  s) =  e - - .  -.c . (4.14)
6 C
JOINT DENSITY FUNCTION OF WAITING TIMES
Let {Xfc, k =  1 , 2 , . . . }  denote a sequence of times between software 
failures. Then
n
Sn =  Y , X k
k=1
is called the waiting time to the nth software failure.
THEOREM 2 . The joint density function of S i , S2 , . . . ,  Sn is given by
f s ,  * . ( « ! ...........................................  ! ----------- . (4-15)
n  («“ “ “  - « )
k=0
where a, b >  0, 0 <  c <  1, and 0 =  s0 <  s% <  . . .  <  s n <  0 0
P R O O F :  Differentiating F(t),  given by (4.13), with respect to i and noting 
that s i is the time to the first failure, we obtain the probability density
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function of S i, given by
7(3)5! (si) =  eoe *, 0 <  s x < oo (4.16)
Conditional density function of a unit, given that it has survived up to time 
s may be obtained from the relation
and for our model it is found to be
7 s 2 |S i ( s 2 | ^ l )  =  / s 3 | S , ( * 2  =  «2 ~  -Si |<Sl)
_  abe~ha*
~  ( e o e - ‘*i _  c j
Therefore,
e , 0  <  s i  <  s 2 < oo.
fsi,s2{si,s2) -  fsAs^fs^sA^lsi) 
a2b2e~ h(ai+aa)
-e a(e t' l+e_t'2), 0 < S i < S 2 <OO.
(e° — c)(eae_ '* — c)
To find the joint density function for s i , s 2 ,S3 , first we use the relation (4.17) 
to obtain / ( 3)5 3 |s2 («3 |s2 )- Then
/ S i , 5 2 )5 3 ('s l5-s 2 , S 3 )  -  / s ,1 ( - S l ) / ( 3 )S a |S l ( s 2 | s i ) / s 3 [S i ,S 2 ('s 3|'Sl,'S2)
a ( e - 6 * i + e _ 6 * 2 + e - i *3)
a 3 63 e - 6 ( ai + a 2 + a 3 )
-e
(ea — c )(eae 6,1 — c ) ( e ae 6,2 — c)
where 0  <  s i <  s 2 <  $3  <  0 0 .
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Similarly, for a sample of size re, the joint density function is
i e *
r i V 6** -  c)
anbne l 1 
f s i  s n (« i , • • •, S n)  = ----------- • (4.18)
k=0
□
JOINT DENSITY FUNCTION OF GROUPED DATA
Suppose the data is grouped for some collection of times 0 <  t \  <  t i  <  
. . . <  t n, then the joint density function of this grouped data is given by
P3 {N(t1) =  y 1, . . . , N ( t n) =  yn]
n
=  J J  P3[N{tk) -  N [ t k- 1) =  yk -  y*_i] 
k= 1
=  e-m 3(M  TT [m 3(^ fc) ~  w»3(*fc-i)]y,l~ y* -1 
k=l ( V k - V k - i Y
- 6 ‘ n n  floor   . 9.\yk—yk— 1
-  ( c ~ c ) FT ^ °g ^  f n o i
■  S  — —  ‘ 1
where, yk is the cumulative number of failures up to time t k.
Once the joint density function is in hand we can obtain the log likeli­
hood function of the observations and the ML equations. By solving the ML 
equations we will obtain the estimates for a b and c which will be used in 
the mean value function 77*3 (4) to estimate the model.
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4 .2  E S T I M A T I O N  OF P A R A M E T E R S
CASE OF INTER-FAILURE DATA 
Given the failure times s 1 , S2 , . . . , s n and using equation (4.15), the like­
lihood function is given by
n n
aS e b8k
oP'hP't  ^ g i 
L5(o,6 , c | s1, . . . , s n) = ------ — -------------------------. (4.20)
n - <o
k=0
We now discuss maximizing the likelihood function. Clearly, the likelihood
function is increasing in c. Therefore c =  1 is the MLE. But when c =  1
the mean value function at infinity, 7713(0 0 ), is infinite. That is why we are
assuming 0 <  c <  1 and we shall look for a c which will be best in some
other respect and the same is discussed later. To estimate a and 6, let us
differentiate (4.20) with respect to a and b separately and equate them with
zero. The equations obtained after some simplification are as follows
rflogI>5(a, 6,c) _  n 6a„ ea y  e~b^ ___
da a ea - c  (e^~b’k -  c) 1 ' 'K=1 ' >
and
W , M  _  .  _  p k _  g8n. _ , „  + a e g  =  Q (4 22)
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We now need to solve these two equations for a  and b which is discussed in 
Theorem 3. First, we prove the following lemmas which are used in proving 
Theorem 3.
LEMMA 2 . Let
n —1 —b8k
/ b( ° ) _ -  +  e 
Then, fb(a) is a decreasing function of a for given b.
P R O O F :  To prove /&(a) is decreasing in a, let us show that /j(o ) is neg­
ative. Differentiating fb(a) with respect to a we have
n —1 _, n ce“ ^  e~2bBkeae ‘k
A W  - + C L  ( 7 « - n c)
n —11
— o +a2 (ea — c)2 fc=i
ca2e“ -  e2a +  2ce° -  c2 
a2(ea — c)2
1 ce~2bBkeae b'k
--- o +a2 ' (eae-*'fc _  cj2
c(ae-bBk)2eae b’k -  e2oe 6*fc +  2ceae 6‘fc -  c2
k= 1
a2(eoe fc*fc — c)2 (4.23)
Clearly, the denominators of the right hand side expressions of (4.23) are 
positive. To show /[{a)  is negative let us consider the numerator of the
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second expresssion which is, say, li{a).  Then
li{a)  =  c(ae~bt>k)2eae~b‘k -  e2ae~b‘k +  2ceae~b‘k -  c2,
giving
Zi(0) =  - 1  +  2c - c2 =  - ( 1 - c)2. (4.24)
Now, differentiating li (a)  w.r.t. a, we get
l\(a) =  2ace~2bBkeae~b’k +  a2e~3b8keae~b'k -  2e- b8ke2ae' b‘k
+  2ce~bBk eae~b'k, (4.25)
giving
l[{0) =  - 2 e ~ b8k +  2ce~b8k =  - 2(1 -  c)e~b8k <  0 .
Again l[{a) =  eae~b‘k l2{a),
where /2(a) =  2ace~2b8k +  a2e~3b8k -  2e~b8keae~b‘k +  2ce~b8k.
Note that
Z2(0) =  - 2 e ~ b8k +  2ce~bSk =  -2 (1  -  c)e~b8k < 0. (4.25)
and Z'2(a) =  2ce~2b6k +  2ae~zb8k -  2e- 2b8keae~h'k
<  2ce~2b3k +  2ae~zb8k -  [2e~26s* +  2ae~zb8k]
=  - 2(1  -  c)e~2b8k
<  0. (4.27)
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The inequalities (4.26) and (4.27) prove that 1 2 (a) is negative, which in turn 
proves that l[ (o) is negative. Therefore, by (4.24)and (4.25), l i(a)  is negative 
for all k. Note that the numerator of the first expression of (4.23) is the same 
as that of the second expression if we replace e~bBk of the second expression 
by 1. Therefore both of the numerators are negative, which proves that fl(a)  
is negative, and this in turn proves that /&(a) is decreasing in a. □
LEMMA 3 . The upper and the lower bounds of  a In the solution of  equation 
fb(a) — 0 is »(1 — e-6Sn) -1  and 0 respectively i.e., the solution 
bounds are given by
0 <  a <  n ( l -  e-b8")- 1 . (4.28)
P R O O F :  Clearly,
n 1 e~h8ke ^  e
(ea -  c) +  ^  (eae~b'k -  c)
is decreasing in a and further more
lima—►oo
n 1 ce~b8k
(ea - c )  (eae b’k - c )
=  1
Therefore,
fb(a) <  -  +  e b8n -  lima a—*00
= TL + e- ^ n _ 1
a
n _ 1  e - b s kc e
  "j" C /   3T---
e a —  c (*ae k
(4.29)
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Equation (4.29) implies that
fb(a) < 0  if -  +  e~b*n -  1 <  0
a
/ &( a) <0  if a >  n( l  — e-68")-1 (4.30)
Also we have
lim f d a )  =  lim
o->0 ' ’ a—0
n n—1
+  e— l>Sfi
K r -s  e
—  r  ^  (0ae~b‘
—bek
—' e^  *fc _  cj
=  00
/6(a) > 0 as a —> 0. (4.31)
The inequalities (4.30), (4.31) and Lemma 2 prove that for given b the root 
a of the equation /&(a) =  0 lies in the interval 0 to ra(l — e~b8n)~ 1. □
THEOREM 3 . T h e  sufficient condition for the  equations (4.21) and (4.22) 
to  have fin ite  roots is
2 A
fc=l
P R O O F :  Let us denote the right hand side expression of equation (4.22) 
by 9 a[b)-  Therefore we have to determine the sufficient condition for fi(a)  
and ga(b) to have finite zeros. Clearly, ga(b) is decreasing in a. To get the
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sufficient condition for the existence of finite zeros, we need to determine
inf{<70 (6)} and sup{ga(b)}.
infflf0(6) =  inf
n_1 ske - b^
T ~ Y l s k ~ asne bBn+ac YL
n —ln n s n v->
-  b e bsn _  i  C
n e ~ b'k
1 1 (g
on using lemma 2. This implies that
lim inf ga(b) >  lim
6—0 a 6—0
n —l
n n s n  . S T '
b l ^ S k  e bsn _ 1 + c 2 ^ S k
_  _  — Ltie *
1 —e~^ *n
I — c~~bsn --
c )
E n s nebSn -  n s nSk +  lim —r ; r----------
6—o eb*n +  bsneb8n — 1
n —l d ne~h‘k
\  '  db 1—e~*“ ”■c lim > s k  r.-----------
6 - 0 d ne~  k
c  db l - e - ° * »




E i s »Sk +  n
n —
Again, sup <?a(6) <  T -  Y  +  c lim Y  s k — ^  —
„ o f —' a —0 e ae  * —
(4.32)
t = l  
n71
=  h ~ 2^ Sk
k=  1
Jt=l
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By (4.33) lim supga(b) is negative, therefore we will have finite zeros if
b—>oo a
n
lim inf ga(b) is positive. By (4.32) lim inf ga(b) >  -  V '  sjt +  n — . Therefore
6 -* 0  a '  6 -* 0  O 7 7 21
n
equations (4.21) and (4.22) will have finite roots if s n >  Therefore
k=l
for given c we can obtain the maximum likelihood estimates for a and b if 
the sufficient condition is satisfied. □
The method suggested to estimate c is to use the well known function
1 n
— V  (Ok — Ek}2, where Ok and Ek stands for observed and expected time
71 _—7 
fc= l
to failures, respectively . The estimated c is the minimum c for which the 
function is almost invariant with respect to any increase in c .
CASE OF GROUPED DATA
Given the ordered pairs (yjt,tfc),fc =  l , . . . , n ,  of observations and 
using equation (4.19), the likelihood function for group data is given by
.ocM I t  r*0aee-  „  (log -* )' 
L6{a ,b ,c \ y , t }  =   - )  T T --------- f ------
e c jk=i (y*-J/ fc- i ) !
(4.34)
By taking the natural logarithm and then partial derivatives of equation
(4.34) with respect to a, b, and c separately and equating them to zero, we
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obtain, after some simplification, the following equations:
d logLe{a,b,c) e btnea
da eae btn — c e° — c
n
^ ( v k - y k - i )
g-fcifc-igae 6,* - i
i \  .  . a e  1




fc=i (eae “ fc -  c) log ~ -a -L kl 0Cac * —c
= 0  (4.35)
d logi/6(a5&)C) e M"eoe ttn
dfe "  "  atn ea e -^  _  c ~
'ST'v  ^ a t k - i e - 11*-1 eae “
— - —r"! f ~a.e~ k—l
fc- 1
—  C(e^ —  _ c ) l o g -
6 t
V^z x “h e  btkeae~
2_Ayk -  y k - 1)-------  _ btJk_ l
t e l  ( e - - 6tfc -  c) log ~ c
gOC  fc — ^
= 0  (4.36)
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and,
dlogLe(a,b ,c )  _  1 1
dc ~  eae~btn -  c +  e° -  c +
(yfc-yfc-i)
**-i
k=\ (eae~ k - c ) l o g ( ^ e- btk _ cc) 
(yk -  y k - 1)
= 0  (4.37)
As can easily be seen, the three equations do not yield simple analytical 
forms for the solutions of a, 6, and c. Therefore we must resort to numerical 
methods for their solutions.
VARIANCE-COVARIANCE MATRIX 
It is clear that the exact variance-covariance matrix for (a, 6, c)' is not obtain­
able because its true distribution is unknown. However, MLE’s have a desir­
able property that they are asymptotically normally distributed. Asymptotic 




E  I b \ =  I b
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and variance-covariance matrix
given by
/  Var(a) Cov(a, b) Cov(a, c) 




 ^Gaa &a.b &ac ^
Oba &bb &bc
V ° c a  &cb &cc J
-1
where
a i i = ~ E  ( ^ S r ) ■ = a >  b' c- (4-40)
Taking the appropriate partial derivatives and using the relation (4.40) we
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obtain the variances and covariances as follows
*aa =  5Z
k=  1
' btk - l -1
log
e - 6 i fcgae b,k e - 6 i fc_ l g oe “ f c - i '
e oe btk _  c e ae~ btk~ 1 -  C
(4.41)
Cafe log e~ btk
-1
k = 1
t ke - btkeae~btk _  t k- i e - btk- ' e ae ^  '
e a e~ btk _ c  g a e -^ - i  _ c
6 tfc-i-ae  6t* - i  p —b tkpae  btk








e ~ b t k gae 6t* g - i t f c - i g a e  “ fc-1
ae~ btk _ ode-6**-1 — C
gae 6tfc _  c gae kt* - i  _ CJ
(4.43)
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t ke~btkeae btk t k - \ t ~ btk~l eae~btk~l
ae“ “ fc _ eae-‘*fc-i _  c (4.44)




t ke~btkeae btk t k-  1e~btk- 1eae~°tk~l
- b t L
p O C ” b t fc _ — C






e-6 tfc -  c eae tt'= 1 -  c
(4.46)
The invariance property of the MLE’s can be used for estimating functions 
like the number of faults remaining in the system after time t and reliability 
functions.
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4 .3  D E V E L O P M E N T  O F M O D I F I E D  
Y A M A D A  et al M O D E L
With the same assumptions as that of the model given by (4.3) and the 
boundary conditions given by (4.2), we suggest below a modified Yamada et 
al model with m 4{t) given by:
m 4(t) =  log
e° -  c
e a ( l + b t ) e - bt _  c a , b > 0  and 0 < c <  1. (4.47)
Therefore,
(0 ,  when t  =  0,
" • W "  { * « ( £ ? ) .  when i - . c c .  (4-“8)
,ea — c.
Note that lo g (-  ) is the expected number of faults to be eventually de-
1 — c
tected and is a finite quantity.
The logic behind introducing this model is when c =  0, it is the Yamada 
model, and when c =  1, the corresponding probability density function of the 
failure time is a proper density which is otherwise an improper one. So the 
Yamada model is a particular case of this model and we will be looking for
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estimates of a 6, and c that will give us a better estimate of the expected 
number of faults in a software package under testing than the Yamada model. 
FAILURE RATE
The Failure Rate function for this model is given by
rW =  ^ 7 7
1 * m
abH e-bte < l+bt> ' bt
~  e a ( l + M ) e - kt _  c
ERROR DETECTION RATE PER ERROR
The error detection rate per error in model (4.38) is given by
ds (t) =
m4(oo) — m 4(t)
fl62t e - MeB(1+6*)e_6‘ 




1. NUMBER OF FAILURES UP TO TIME t.
Given the parameters a, b, andc the distribution of N(t)  is Poisson with 
mean m4(i) =  log[ea(1+t"~ftt_ e]> i.e.,
P [ W ( l ) = y ]  =  M > l ^ ( e - " ' ( ‘ >), y  =  0 , l , 2 , . . .  
if*
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As t tends to infinity, we have
W « )  =  y| =  !^ !^ ^ ( « - m(“ >), y  =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (4.5i)
y*
which is the total number of faults to be eventually detected if the system is 
run indefinitely. It is obvious that N ( oo) is also a Poisson random variable 
with mean lo g (y fy ) .
2. REMAINING ERRORS AFTER DEBUGGING 
The remaining number of errors in the system at time t is given by
N{t )  =  AT(oo) -  N(t) .  (4.52)
Therefore the expected number of faults remaining in the system at time t 
is
e a ( l + b t ) e ~ bt _
m(t) =  E N ( t )  =  log(  -------------). (4.53)
1 — c
Probability distribution of N(t)  is given by
P[N(t)  = y } =  (4.54)
where y =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .
which is important in deciding whether to release the software package or 
not.
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CONDITIONAL RELIABILITY FUNCTION
The conditional reliability function given that the nth failure occured 
at time s n is given by
e a ( l + & ( a + t ) ) e - fc<'+‘> _
R 2 {t\sn = s ) =  ea(i+bs)e->>‘ _  c ‘ (4‘55)
JOINT DENSITY FUNCTION OF WAITING TIMES
As mentioned earlier, let {Xk,  k =  1 , 2 , . . . }  denote a sequence of times
n
between software failures with Sn
Jfc=i
THEOREM 4 . The joint density function of waiting times S 1}S2, . . .  , S n is 
given by
n n
n ~ b^ 2 s k a ^ ( l + & S f c ) e  b8k
are62n( J J  3jt)e i e i
US l ...,sn {s l . •••!*») =  k 1 —i------------------------------- > (4-56)
JJ ( e a ( l + 6 a t )e  6'»= _
k—0
where a,b >  0, 0 < c < l  and 0 =  sq < s i  <  . . .  <  s n <  oo.
P R O O F :  Differentiating F(t),  given by (4.13), with respect to t and noting 
that s i  is time for the first failure to occur, we obtain the probability density
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function of S\ given by
U sA ‘ i)  =  0 < s , < oo (4.57)
Conditional density function of a unit, given that it has survived up to time 
Si, is found to be
Us2\sl (-S2|"Si) =  Us3\sAX2 =  (52 -  ^l)|"®l)
_ 0 < 51 <  52 <  OO.( e a ( l+ 6 a i  )e- 6 *i _  c )
Therefore,
UsltS2{si,S2)  =  ^5,('Sl)^S’2|S1(«2|5l)
a2b4e Hsl+8*) cB((1+6si)*-*•!+ (1+iaa)e-»*a)
(e° — c){eae 6,1 — c)
0 <  Sx <  s 2 <  oo.
Similarly, it can be shown that for n observations s i , . . . ,  sn the joint density 
function is
n n
- b^ 2  s k +  bsk)e~b8k
anb2n( s k)e
L_____
J ]  (ea(1+ b«*)e"i’*fc _  c)
.;,5„ Sn) =    , (4.58)
k=0
where o, 6 >  0, 0 < c <  1 and 0 =  so <  si  <  . . .  <  sn <  oo.D
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JOINT DENSITY FUNCTION OF GROUPED DATA
Suppose that the data is obtained in ordered pairs like A: =
1 , 2 , where y* is the cumulative number of failures up to time t k. 
Then the joint probability distribution function of grouped data is given by
=  y i , . . . , N ( t n) =  yn]
n
=  n  P4[N(tk) -  JV(tfc_ x) =  yk -  yjt-x] 
k=  1
= p-^(tn) TT [m4(^)-m4(tfc-i)]yfc-^ -1
(yfc -  yfc-i)!k= 1
a(l+ b tn ) e- bt"  _  « (log 6 atl , fct  E)l,fc y*~l
=  (5--------   - )  T T ----------------------------------------------  (4.59)
where a, 6 >  0, 0 <  c < 1, and y0 =  t 0 =  0.
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4 .4  E S T I M A T I O N  O F  P A R A M E T E R S
CASE OF INTER-FAILURE DATA
Given the failure times s =  ($ i , s 2, . . . , s , i )  and using equation (4.56), 
the likelihood function is given by
n n
n - b Y ^ S k  a ^ ( l + 6s fc)e b8k
an62n(JJ«fc)e 1 e 1 
L 7(a,b,c\s) =  k=1n- i -----------------------------------------  (4.59)
J~[ (e°(X+b3k)e-b‘k _  
k=0
Now we want to maximize the likelihood function. It is clear from the func­
tional form of the likelihood function that it is increasing in c. Therefore 
supL3(a, b, c|s) does not exist within the domain of parameter space of c.As
C
such we shall look for a c that will be best with respect to some other 
criterion. To estimate a and 6 by the method of ML estimation, let us dif­
ferentiate (4.59) with respect to a and b separately and equate them to zero. 
The equations obtained, after some simplification, are as follows
d \o g L 7(a,b,c) _  n ( > _ t, ,  ea y ?  (l +  bsk)e b°k
da a n ea — c ^  (e0(i+6B*)e_6'fc — c)
(4.61)
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and
d log .£7 (0 , o,c) 2 n , o —ha 1 V~' s i e ~ bSk - — v y = -----> s k - a b s t e  b8n +  abc >  ------ r--------- = 0db b (e°(l+6a*)e 'fc _
(4.62)
The solutions of these two equations are discussed in Theorem 5. Also the 
following lemmas are used in proving Theorem 5.
LEMMA 4 . Let
V.(a) =  -  +  (1  +  bs )e~bB -  c V  (1 + 6 ^ ) e~ 68fc =  0>
a e° — c “  (e°(1+6a*)e k‘k — c)
Then, Vb(a) is a decreasing function of  a for given b.
P R O O F :  To prove V&(a) is decreasing in a, let us show that V^a) is neg­
ative. Differentiating Vj,(a) with respect to a we have
V ' l * \  =  n  1 Ce<t 1 - V  ( 1 +  M 2 e ~ 26flte ae~ W
b a2 (ea — c) 2 2
n —11 ce° 'f-; 1 c(l +  bsk)2e~2bakeae~ ‘
a2 (ett — c)2 
Combining the terms, we have 
ca2ea — e2a +  2 cea — c2
+ £  
fc=i
a2 +  (e a ( l + ba k ) e - b-k _  c ) 2
V M  =
a2(ea — c)2
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Equation (4.63) is similar to equation (4.23) of section 4.2, except that e~bBk 
of (4.23) is being replaced by (1 +  bsk)e~bSk in (4.63). But the aforesaid 
expression does not involve the parameter a. Therefore, on the same lines 
as in Lemma 2, we can prove that V£(a) is negative. □
LEMMA 5. The solution bounds for a in the equation Vb(a) =  0 are given
0 <  a <  n[l — ( l  +  bsn)e 6a“] *. (4.64)
P R O O F :  Clearly,
is decreasing in a and further more
Therefore,
Vb{a) <  -  +  (1 +  bsn)e b8n -  lim —-—  
a ■ a—too e — c
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Equation (4.65) implies that
Vfe(a) < 0  if -  +  (1 +  bsn)e~bSn - 1  < 0,
CL
Vb{a) <  0 if a >  n [l -  (1 +  6sn)e-6Sn]-1 . (4.66)
Also we have
lim Vi, (a) =  lim
o —*0 v '  a —»0
=  00.
VL +  H  +  b s  ) e - b s n _  _  c  y ' 1 ( l  +  b s k ) e  6a*
a  n  e a  —  C (ea(l+iflA:)e“6**: _
c )
Vfc(a) >  0 as a  —> 0. (4.67)
The inequalities (4.66), (4.67), and Lemma 4 prove that for a given b the 
root a of the equation Vj,(a) =  0 lies in the interval 0 to n [ l -  ( l+ 6sn)e-6sn]_1 
and it is unique. □
L e m m a  6 .  Let
n—1 nba\e  b,k
n ( l  +  b i k ) e ~ 0 * k  
g  +  —  c
Then lim <£(6) =  0.
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P R O O F :  Let
□
<M&) =  n ( l  +  bsk)e bSk, = >  0i(O) =  n 
<t>[(b) =  - nbske~b8k, = >  ^x(O) =  0
< (6 )  =  - n s 2ke - bak +  nbs3ke~b8k =► # '(0 ) =  - n s 2k 
<f>'C(b) =  —nbske~b8k = »  ^'"(0) =  0,
<l>2 {b) =  1 -  (1 +  bsn ) e ~ bBn, = ^  <f>2 (0) =  0
4 ( 6 )  =  6 4 e - 1'", = »  4 ( 0 )  =  0
4 ( 6 )  =  4 e “ 6*- -  6 4 e - * '»  = 6 -  4 ( 0 )  =  4 .
is of the form -  
0
=  lim
b—>0 (4(6)^2(6) ~ M 6)4(i’))e**TO
4 ( 6 ) * ( 6 )  -  4 ( 6 ) 4 ( 6 )
...............  4 i (fc) is of the form
.. m m - m m  
b^o (</>\(b)Mb) -  M b ) m v  ^
w w M b )  -  m m  ,  
™  ( m M b )  -  M b ) m y * > ™
0
=  0 .
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o 
i o
THEOREM 5 . The sufficient condition for the equations (4.61) and (4.62)
to  have finite positive roots is given by
k= 1
P R O O F :  Let us denote the right hand side expression of equation (4.62) 
by W a (6). Now we need to determine the sufficient condition for Vj,(a) and 
Wa(b) to have finite zeros. Clearly, Wa(b) is decreasing in a. To get the 
sufficient condition for the existence of finite zeros, we need to determine 
inf{1^ (6)}  and sup{lVa(6)}.
inf W^a(6) =  inf
2 n
-  ^ 2 Sk ~  abs*e
2 „—b8„
n—1 s l e ~ b3k
+  a 6 c ^  ^go(l+6afc)e b‘k _
On using Lemma 4, we get
inf JF0(6) >
nbsl
«ban _  I)Sn _  i
n —1 nba\e~b,k 
1 — ( l+ 6 a „ )e - t *nE l - (X „ )e '
1 (e l - ( l  + 6*n )e_(,*n — c)
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After using Lemma 6, we get
1- • cnr fL\ ^ ' P  , 2nsnehBn -  2nsn -  2nslb n
hm ,„fWa(b) > - ' £ « +  t o  bSnei. . +ei. . _ 2bs^ 1 + 0
=  - V . t  +  lim.
6->o 2 s nebBn +  bs*lehBn — 2s„
" 2
=  ~ ^ 2 s k +  - n s n. (4.68)
Again, sup Wa(b) <  ^  -  Y '  s fc +  be lim V '  -— —r  --------
a  b a ^ O  (e a ( l + 6 a fc) e - l *fc _  c )
2 n
=  T  “ Z ^ 5*
n
=>■ lim supFFa(6) <  -  V 'sjk, (4.69)
b_>0° “ £ i
Since lim sup g a {b) is negative we will have finite zeros if lim inf g a (b)
b—*oo a b—*0 a
nE g
Sk +  n ~ -  Therefore equations
\J V- 2
n
(4.60) and (4.61) will have finite roots if s " >  D
fc=i
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Therefore, under the sufficient condition for given c, we can, for sure, obtain 
the maximum likelihood estimates of a and 6. Since this is only the sufficient 
condition, we may expect to get the solutions without this condition being 
satisfied.
CASE OF GROUPED DATA
Let (yjfc, tk), k =  1 , . . . ,  n be the observed ordered pairs of data. On using 
equation (4.60), the likelihood function for group data is found to be
Ls{a ,b ,c \y , t }  =  (
, a ( l + 6 t „ ) e  btn _  c
ea -  c ^
n (log5- 5-- — --------n
k=i
e a ( l  +  6 t f c ) e
fa*
(4.70)
On taking partial derivatives of the log likelihood function given by equation
(4.70) with respect to a, b, and c separately and equating them to zero, we
96
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obtain the following equations, after some simplification
dlogL8(o,6,c) _  (1 +  6tn)e 6t»e°(1+6t")e"’l,tn e°
da ~  e“(i+btn)e-btn _  c ea - c  +
y  (Vk -  2/fc—i ) ( l  +  btk. 1) e - bt^ e ^ + bt^ ) ‘- Hk- 1
k = 1  ( e a d + b t . - Q e - ^ - i  _ c ) l o g
' '  & ea(l+btk)*-btk _ c
y  [ yk  -  yfc-l)(l +  b t k ) e  btk e a ( l + b t k)e btk 
j f e  (ca ( l + 6 t O e - ^
'  '  B ga{l + btk)e~ k _
=0, (4.71)
dlogL8(a,6,c) 2 e &*ne a ( i + 6 t „ ) e
db “  “  n ea(l+6t„)e-<-‘» _  c
and
y  {yk -  y f c - l ) o 6 t ^ _ 1e btk - i e °- ( l+btk- i ) e  bt>‘
eo(l + l t fc)e btk _ c
{Vk ~  y k - i ) a b t l e  btk e * ( i + b t k )e 6t*
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dlogLgja,  b, c) _
+
________________ (Vfe ~  S/A:—l)_________________
*=1 (ea(l+Mfc-i)e-M‘- ‘ - C)lo g (e<1— -■tfc~l)e X~«)V gad + fctfc)*-6**: _c ^
y ' - ______________ {yk -  j/fc-i)____________
j f e  (ea(l+6tfc)e-‘*‘ - c )  log(fia.(. +*tt - l)*"“ *~1-
V ; ^  eo(l + 6t|t)«-  *
=  0. (4.73)
It is clear that the three equations do not yield simple analytical forms for 
the solution of a, b and c. So we need to resort to numerical methods for 
their solution.
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5. APPLICATION OF THE MODELS
5.1 Analysis of Failure Data from Naval Tactical Data System  
(NTDS) and Comparison between G-O and Modified G-O mod­
els.
In this section we analyze a set of data from the Naval Fleet Computer 
Programming Center. This data set has been used by several investigators for 
model validation purposes. It was extracted from information about errors in 
the development of software for the real-time, multi-computer complex which 
forms the core of the NTDS. The software consisted of some 38 different 
project schedules. Each module was supposed to follow three stages: the 
production phase, the test phase, and the user phase. The times (in days) 
between failures are shown in Table 5.1. Twenty-six software errors were 
found during the production phase and five additional errors during the test 
phase. The last error was found on January 4,1971. One error was observed
99
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during the user phase in September, 1971. Again two errors were observed 
during the test phase in 1971.
Our data is available as cumulative time to failures. Therefore, we will use 
the methods described in Section (4.2) and will consider only the first 26 
observations of Table 5.1 to estimate the parameters.
Solving the simultaneous equations given by equations (4.20) and (4.21) 
for different values of c, we obtain the Table No.5.2. Using the criteria, as 
suggested in Section (4.2), the estimates are a =  33.951, b =  0.005804 and 
c =  0.99537.
The fitted mean value function is
1. DATA ANALYSIS
.99537
,33 .951e- 006804t .99537
t >  0 (5.1)
and is shown in Fig.5.2 along with the actual data. Therefore, the expected
number of faults, 7713(0 0 ), to be eventually detected is 39.33.
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Table N o .5.2 Mean Sum o f Squares of  
Deviations o f Observed and E stim ated  
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2. TEST OF GOODNESS OF FIT 
We will use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test to check the ade­
quacy of the fitted model. Before we do that, let us give the scenario of the 
test.
Suppose that 0 <  Si  < , . . . , <  Sn are the random times at which the 
first n  events occur in a NHPP with an unknown mean value function m[t).  
To test the simple hypothesis
H 0 : m(t) =  mo(t), for t  >  0, 
versus
H i  : m{t)  7  ^rno(t),  for t  >  0, (5.2)
where, m0(i) stands for log( — )> we need the joint conditional dis­
tribution of the failure times. The following theorem is used in deriving this 
distribution. We will give only the statement of the theorem. For proof see 
Cox and Lewis (1966).
THEOREM 5 .1 .  Given sn =  t, the n — 1 failure times 0 <  Si  < , . . . , <  
Sn have the same joint conditional distribution as the order statistics of a
7Tt( 5CI
random sample of  size n — 1 from the distribution G(x) =  — , 0 <  x <  t.
m{t)
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Therefore, the hypothesis boils down to testing the following
Ho : G0(x) =  fo r  0 < x < t .  (5.3)
mo[t)
Given the random sample S i , . . .  , s n of size n,  the cdf is defined by
0, if x <  si
H n—\(x)  =   ^ , if Sfc—i ^  x <  sk, k — 2 , 3 , . . .  ,n  1. (^-4)
1, if x >  s n_ i .
Kolmogorov-Smirnov’s D  statistics is defined as
D  =  maxk{ D k}.  (5.5)
where
D k =  m ax{|G 0(sfc) -  \G0(sk) ~  (5-6)
Now, if the calculated D  is greater than or equal to the critical value D n- i ;a,
we either reject the null hypothesis or else we accept it.
We can also find the confidence limits for G(x). The 100(1 — a)% con­
fidence limits for G(x) are given by
Hn- i(x) -  D n- i >a <  G(x) <  H n- i(x) +  D n- i |Q. (5.7)
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Now let us perform the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test to test 
the adequacy of the fitted model for NTDS data. The test is based on 25 
observations. The null hypothesis is
n  log(e33,951  -  .99537) -  log(C33.951e-°°“ ° -  _  99537)
° W  log(e33-951 — .99537) — I0 g(e33*951e" 006804>ias0 — .99537)
(5.8)
and sample cdf is
H(x)
0 , if x <  s x
25 > if s k— i ^  ^  sk> k =  2 , 3 , . . . ,  25 (^-9)
1 , if x >  s 2s-
The necessary calculations for D  statistic, for various values of $k, are shown 
in Table No.5.3. D  is found to be
D  =  0.2040.
The critical value of £ > 2 5 , 0 . 0 5  at 5% level of significance is
£^25,0.05 =  0.264.
Since D  <  £>25,0.05 we do n° t  reject the null-hypothesis at 5% level of signif­
icance. Note that the D  =  0.2044 for the G-O model, which is an indication 
that Modified G-O model fitted to the data better than the G-O model.
105
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Table N o. 5.3 Kolm ogorov-Sm im ov Test For The N T D S Data Set.
H( s k) Go(sfc) | t f ( s * ) - G 0(sfc)l I t f K - O - C o K ) !
0.040 0.0665 0.0265 0.0665
0.080 0.1499 0.0699 0.1099
0.120 0.2214 0.1014 0.1414
0.160 0.2463 0.0863 0.1263
0.200 0.2885 0.0885 0.1285
0.240 0.3002 0.0602 0.1002
0.280 0.3290 0.0490 0.0890
0.320 0.3733 0.0533 0.0933
0.360 0.4000 0.0400 0.0800
0.400 0.4361 0.0361 0.0761
0.440 0.4411 0.0011 0.0411
0.480 0.4707 0.0093 0.0307
0.520 0.4755 0.0445 0.0045
0.560 0.5178 0.0422 0.0022
0.600 0.5359 0.0641 0.0241
0.640 0.5403 0.0997 0.0597
0.680 0.5536 0.1264 0.0864
0.720 0.5665 0.1535 0.1135
0.760 0.5919 0.1681 0.1281
0.800 0.5960 0.2040 0.1640
0.840 0.6399 0.2001 0.1801
0.880 0.7560 0.1240 0.0840
0.920 0.7779 0.1421 0.1021
0.960 0.9946 0.0346 0.0746
1.000 0.9982 0.0018 0.0382
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The 95% confidence limits for G(x) can now be calculated with a  =  .05 
and I ? 2 5 , . 0 5  =  0.264. The lower and upper confidence bounds are
L(x)  =  max{H(x)  — 0.264,0}
and
U  (x) =  min{H(x)  — 0.264,1}. (5.10)
The 95% confidence bounds for Go(®)> and G(x), are shown in Fig.5.1.
3. COMPARISON WITH G-O MODEL
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of G-O model are
A
a =  33.99 and b =  .00579. The estimated expected number of errors by time 
t is
rhi(t) =  33.99(1 -  e"0-00579*). (5.11)
Therefore an estimate of the expected number of faults to be eventually 
detected is 33.99 and that of the modified model is 39.33.
The mean time to failure (MTTF) for the processes do not exist since 
the inter-failure times have improper density function. Therefore we use the 
inverse transformation of the mean value function to get the
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Fig. 5.1 95% Confidence Bounds for CDF of G(x) 
and Fitted CDF Curve.
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estimate of time to kth  failure. The inverse functions for G-O and Modified 
G-O are respectively
sk =  x log(l t )  
b a
=  ' ^ 7 9 l0g(1' i ^ ) and (5-12>
sk =  - x l o g x  log[(ea -  c)e~k +  c] 
b ®
=  " 5 5 i i 0 i 1OE5 5 k IOg[<e33'961 -  .995S7)e-*  + .99537]. (5.13)
The observed and estimated s k s are given in Table No.5.4. The criteria
for comparing the results of the two models will be the sum of squares of
differences (SSD) between the actual and the estimated s*’s. Thus, we have
26
F i t {S S D )  =  Y , { * k - h ) 2 (5-14)
k =  1 
34
and Prediction(S S  D) — Y  (s k ~ h ) 2- (5.15)
k = 27
For G-O model the Fit (SSD)=13873.10 and Prediction (SSD)=4277.24. 
In the case of Modified G-O model the Fit(SSD)=13848.22 and Predic- 
tion(SSD)=6923.05. Clearly, Modified shows a better fit. For prediction 
G-O model seems to be doing better in this example.
4. DISTRIBUTION OF FAULTS REMAINING AFTER DEBUGGING 
Using the probability distribution of the remaining faults, as described
109
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Table N o .5.4 Comparison o f Results Based on the Goel-Okum oto and Modi­





Estimated Failure Time $k
G-O Modified G-O
1 9 5.16 5.15
2 21 10.47 10.46
3 32 15.96 15.94
4 36 21.62 21.60
5 43 27.48 27.44
6 45 33.54 33.51
7 50 39.82 39.78
8 58 46.34 46.30
9 63 53.12 53.07
10 70 60.17 60.12
11 71 67.52 67.46
12 77 75.20 75.14
13 78 83.24 83.17
14 87 91.67 91.60
15 91 100.53 100.46
16 92 109.87 109.80
17 95 119.74 119.68
18 98 130.22 130.15
19 104 141.37 141.31
20 105 153.29 153.24
21 116 166.10 166.05
22 149 179.93 179.90
23 156 194.96 194.95
24 247 211.43 211.45
25 249 229.64 229.70
26 250 250.00 250.10
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in Section (4.1) by equation (4.10), we have
3 3  q *  i  -  —- 0 0 5 8 0 4 t
[/*»«____*  - .9 9 5 3 7 1 *  /
P3[N{t) = k] =   1- 99537 1 (  1 ~  -99537A:! \^g33.951e -oosso** _  9 9 5 3 7  J ’
where Ar =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (5 .1 6 )
Table N o .5.5 Distribution o f Rem aining  
Errors After Debugging.


























From this table it is clear that the P3(iV(250) <  23) =  0.9947. Therefore, 
the probability that twenty-three or less number of faults remained in the 
system after observing for 250 days is about 0.99. 
I l l
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by equation (4.10) in Section (4.1), we have
qq n c | > 0 0 & 8 0 4 t
p  m u  =  *1 =  ll0 8 ‘ ' 1— 9 9 .3 7  I* (  99537 \
31 ' '  1 k !  ^ e 3 3 . 9 s i < - _  g 9 5 3 7 J  •
where k — 0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (5.16)
An estimate of the cumulative distribution function of N(t)  for the NTDS 
example is given below in Table No.5.5.
k 1 2 3  4 5 6 7  8
-Pr[#(*) ^  k\ -0055 -0233 -0667 -1461 -2622 -4038 -5518 -6871
k 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
Pr [N{t) <  fc] .7971 .8776 .9311 .9637 .9821 .9917 .9963 .9984
From this table it is clear that the P s ( N (250) <  23) =  0.9947. Therefore, 
the probability that twenty-three or a lower number of faults remained in 
the system after being observed for 250 days is about 0.99.
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5. CONDITIONAL RELIABILITY FUNCTION
1.0







Fig.5.3 P lots of Conditional Reliability Functions 
of G-O & Modified G-O M odels.
The estimated conditional reliability function for the Modified G -0  model is
e 33.951e—°0B8(M(350+*) _  9 9 5 3 7  
j R l ( f | s 2 6  =  2 5 0 )  =  e 3 3  g51e_.005804X250 _  9 9 5 3 7  '  I5 -1? )
and that of the G -0  model is
* ( i |S2e =  250) =  (5 18)
The plot of these reliability functions versus time are shown in Fig.5.3 along 
with the reliability function after n =  31 errors. As expected the reliability 
after n =  31 is monotonically higher than that after n =  26.
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5.2 Analysis o f Failure Data from Project 1, M usa (1975).
In this section we analyze a set of data from Project 1, Musa (1975). This 
data set has been used by several investigators for model validation purposes. 
The set has 136 observations with execution times between successive failures 
in seconds.
1. DATA ANALYSIS
We will consider all of the 136 observations of Table 5.6 to estimate the 
parameters. Solving the simultaneous equations given by equations (4.20) 
and (4.21) for different values of c, we obtain the Table No.5.7. The estimates 
of the parameters are a =  142.815, b =  0.000034, and c =  0.999997.
The fitted mean value function is
/  e i42 .8 is _  9 9 9 9 9 7  \
^ ( 0  =  l ° g ( el42,815. - , . . . . ; . _  999997) ,  « > 0 ,  (5.19)
and is shown in Fig.5.5 along with the actual data. The expected number of 
faults, m 3 (oo), to be eventually detected is 155.52.
114
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Table N o.5 .7  M ean Sum  o f  Squares of  
D eviations o f  O bserved and  E stim ated  
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2. TEST OF GOODNESS OF FIT 
We will use the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test to check the ade­
quacy of the fitted model. As described in Section (5.1), the test is based on 
135 observations. The null hypothesis is
log(e142-815 -  .999997) -  log(e*42‘8i®®—0000341 -  .99 9 9 97)
0 : ”  log(e142-815 -  .999997) -  log(e155-52e" 000034x88622 -  .999997)
(5.20)
and the sample cdf is
{ 0, if x <  s i
i t s ,  if sfc-i < x < sjk, k =  2 , 3 , . . . ,  135 (5.21)
1 , if X  >  S135.
The necessary calculations for £> statistic defined in (5.5), for various values 
of sjt, are shown in Table 5.8 and its value is given by £> =  0.1087. The 
critical value, £>135,0 .0 5 , at 5% level of significance is given by
£>135,0.05 =  0.11705.
Since D  <  £>135,0.2  we do not reject the null- hypothesis. Note that in the 
case of the G -0 model £> is found to be D  =  0.1087.
The 95% confidence limits for G(x) can now be calculated with a  =  .05 
and Z)i35 ,.o5 =  0.11705. The lower and upper confidence bounds are
120
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Table N o. 5.8 K olm ogorov-Sm im ov Test For D ata Set of Project 1.
H(sk) Go(sfc) l-ff(sfc) -  Gc(sfc)l l# ( s * - i )  -  G0(ajt)|
0.007 0.0001 0.0073 0.0001
0.015 0.0012 0.0136 0.0062
0.022 0.0052 0.0170 0.0096
0.030 0.0081 0.0215 0.0141
0.037 0.0122 0.0249 0.0175
0.044 0.0125 0.0320 0.0246
0.052 0.0125 0.0393 0.0319
0.059 0.0158 . 0.0435 0.0361
0.067 0.0197 0.0470 0.0396
0.074 0.0202 0.0539 0.0464
0.081 0.0250 0.0564 0.0490
0.089 0.0268 0.0621 0.0547
0.096 0.0295 0.0668 0.0594
0.104 0.0303 0.0734 0.0660
0.111 0.0340 0.0771 0.0697
0.119 0.0352 0.0833 0.0759
0.126 0.0581 0.0678 0.0604
0.133 0.0621 0.0712 0.0638
0.141 0.0630 0.0777 0.0703
0.148 0.0668 0.0813 0.0739
0.156 0.0777 0.0779 0.0705
0.163 0.0795 0.0835 0.0761
0.170 0.0874 0.0829 0.0755
0.178 0.0897 0.0881 0.0807
0.185 0.1034 0.0818 0.0744
0.193 0.1092 0.0834 0.0760
0.200 0.1095 0.0905 0.0831
0.207 0.1455 0.0619 0.0545
0.215 0.1638 0.0510 0.0436
0.222 0.1642 0.0580 0.0506
0.230 0.1653 0.0643 0.0569
0.237 0.1654 0.0716 0.0642
0.244 0.1654 0.0790 0.0716
0.252 0.1657 0.0862 0.0788
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Table No. 5.8 continued.
H{sk) Go(sfc) \H(sk) - G 0(sk)\ |# ( s k - i)  — Go(sfc)|
0.259 0.1725 0.0868 0.0794
0.267 0.1744 0.0922 0.0848
0.274 0.1797 0.0944 0.0870
0.281 0.1814 0.1001 0.0927
0.289 0.1948 0.0941 0.0867
0.296 0.2035 0.0928 0.0854
0.304 0.2063 0.0974 0.0900
0.311 0.2138 0.0973 0.0899
0.319 0.2266 0.0919 0.0845
0.326 0.2337 0.0922 0.0848
0.333 0.2392 0.0942 0.0867
0.341 0.2445 0.0963 0.0888
0.348 0.2447 0.1035 0.0961
0.356 0.2468 0.1087 0.1013
0.363 0.2688 0.0941 0.0867
0.370 0.3040 0.0664 0.0590
0.378 0.3076 0.0702 0.0628
0.385 0.3081 0.0770 0.0696
0.393 0.3140 0.0786 0.0712
0.400 0.3174 0.0826 0.0752
0.407 0.3262 0.0812 0.0738
0.415 0.3310 0.0838 0.0764
0.422 0.3367 0.0855 0.0781
0.430 0.3375 0.0921 0.0847
0.437 0.3464 0.0907 0.0832
0.444 0.3641 0.0803 0.0729
0.452 0.3641 0.0878 0.0803
0.459 0.3695 0.0898 0.0824
0.467 0.3771 0.0896 0.0821
0.474 0.3854 0.0886 0.0812
0.481 0.4125 0.0689 0.0615
0.489 0.4242 0.0647 0.0572
0.496 0.4244 0.0718 0.0644
0.504 0.4248 0.0789 0.0715
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Table No. 5.8 continued.
H(sk) Go(sfc) |tf(sfc_ i) - G 0(sfc)|
0.511 0.4360 0.0751 0.0677
0.519 0.4438 0.0747 0.0673
0.526 0.4448 0.0812 0.0738
0.533 0.4474 0.0859 0.0785
0.541 0.4638 0.0769 0.0695
0.548 0.4696 0.0786 0.0711
0.556 0.4755 0.0801 0.0726
0.563 0.4858 0.0772 0.0698
0.570 0.4912 0.0792 0.0718
0.578 0.4942 0.0836 0.0762
0.585 0.5097 0.0755 0.0681
0.593 0.5280 0.0646 0.0572
0.600 0.5358 0.0642 0.0567
0.607 0.5410 0.0664 0.0590
0.615 0.5706 0.0442 0.0368
0.622 0.5877 0.0345 0.0271
0.630 0.6150 0.0147 0.0072
0.637 0.6276 0.0095 0.0021
0.644 0.6415 0.0029 0.0045
0.652 0.6512 0.0006 0.0068
0.659 0.6517 0.0076 0.0002
0.667 0.6633 0.0033 0.0041
0.674 0.6728 0.0013 0.0061
0.681 0.7015 0.0201 0.0275
0.689 0.7347 0.0459 0.0533
0.696 0.7501 0.0538 0.0612
0.704 0.7586 0.0549 0.0623
0.711 0.7587 0.0476 0.0550
0.719 0.7613 0.0428 0.0502
0.726 0.7786 0.0526 0.0600
0.733 0.7865 0.0531 0.0606
0.741 0.7991 0.0584 0.0658
0.748 0.7994 0.0512 0.0586
0.756 0.8006 0.0450 0.0524
*
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Table No. 5.8 continued.
H(sk) Go (sk) l-ff(afc-i) ~  Go(sfc)|
0.763 0.8015 0.0385 0.0460
0.770 0.8015 0.0311 0.0385
0.778 0.8266 0.0488 0.0562
0.785 0.8360 0.0508 0.0582
0.793 0.8428 0.0502 0.0576
0.800 0.8477 0.0477 0.0551
0.807 0.8537 0.0462 0.0537
0.815 0.8553 0.0405 0.0479
0.822 0.8601 0.0379 0.0453
0.830 0.8721 0.0424 0.0498
0.837 0.8748 0.0377 0.0451
0.844 0.8771 0.0326 0.0400
0.852 0.8797 0.0279 0.0353
0.859 0.8804 0.0212 0.0286
0.867 0.8861 0.0194 0.0268
0.874 0.8913 0.0173 0.0247
0.881 0.8971 0.0157 0.0231
0.889 0.8973 0.0084 0.0158
0.896 0.8976 0.0013 0.0088
0.904 0.9001 0.0036 0.0039
0.911 0.9260 0.0149 0.0223
0.919 0.9265 0.0079 0.0153
0.926 0.9265 0.0006 0.0080
0.933 0.9310 0.0024 0.0050
0.941 0.9325 0.0083 0.0008
0.948 0.9356 0.0125 0.0051
0.956 0.9575 0.0020 0.0094
0.963 0.9676 0.0046 0.0120
0.970 0.9705 0.0002 0.0076
0.978 0.9723 0.0055 0.0019
0.985 0.9858 0.0006 0.0080
0.993 0.9883 0.0042 0.0032
1.000 0.9922 0.0078 0.0004
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L[x) =  max{H(x)  — 0.11705,0}
and
U{x) =  m in { H (x ) -  0.11705,1}. (5.22)
The 95% confidence bounds for Go(x), and G{x),  are shown in Fig.5.3.
3. COMPARISON WITH G -0 MODEL
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the G -0 model
A
are o =  142.83 and b =  .000034. Therefore the estimated expected number 
of errors by time t is
rhi(t) =  142.83(1 -  e-0-oooo34t^ 23^
Hence the expected number of faults to be eventually detected is 142.83 and 
for the modified model it is 155.52.
The inverse functions, to estimate mean time to failure for G -0 and 
modified G-O, are, respectively,
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Fig.5.3 95% Confidence Bounds for CDF of 
G(x)  and Fitted CDF Curve.
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= -------------lo g f l--------------) a
.000034 142.83
s k =  - x  log t  log[(e“ -  c)e~k +  c]
b a
nd (5.24)
= ------------- log ------------ logffe
.000034 6 142.815
142.815 -  .999997)e_fc +  .999997](5.25)
The observed and the estimated s^ s  for both the models are given in Table
5.9. For the G -0 model the Fit (SSD)= — s*)2 =1796637938.1 and
for the modified G -0 model it is 1796359225.1. Clearly, Modified shows a 
better fit.
4. DISTRIBUTION OF FAULTS REMAINING AFTER DEBUGGING 
Using the probability distribution of the remaining faults, as described 
in Section 4.1 by equation (4.10), we have
136
[log -
1 4 2 .8 1 6 e * “ - 0 0 0 0 3 4 t. 0 0 0 0 3 4 t_________ - .9 9 9 9 9 7 1 k
1- . 999997 J- .
He! e 1 4 2 .8 1 5 e -00003«  _  .9 9 9 9 9 7
where fc =  0 , 1 ,2 , . . . (5.26)
The distribution of N(t)  is appended below in Table No.5.10.
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Estimated Failure Time Sk
G-0 Modified G-0
1 3 204.79 204.75
2 33 411.03 410.95
3 146 618.74 618.62
4 227 827.94 827.77
5 342 1038.66 1038.44
6 351 1250.90 1250.65
7 353 1464.71 1464.41
8 444 1680.09 1679.75
9 556 1897.08 1896.70
10 571 2115.70 2115.27
11 709 2335.96 2335.49
12 759 2557.91 2557.39
13 836 2781.56 2781.00
14 860 3006.93 3006.33
15 968 3234.07 3233.42
16 1001 3462.98 3462.29
17 1671 3693.71 3692.98
18 1791 3926.28 3925.50
19 1817 4160.72 4159.90
20 1931 4397.07 4396.20
21 2256 4635.34 4634.42
22 2311 4875.58 4874.62
23 2553 5117.81 5116.81
24 2621 5362.08 5361.02
25 3043 5608.40 5607.31
26 3223 5856.83 5855.69
27 3233 6107.40 6106.21
28 4379 6360.13 6358.90
29 4979 6615.08 6613.80
30 4994 6872.27 6870.95
31 5030 7131.76 7130.39
32 5034 7393.58 7392.16
33 5034 7657.77 7656.30
34 5042 7924.37 7922.86
35 5269 8193.44 8191.88
36 5334 8465.02 8463.41
37 5510 8739.15 8737.49
38 5568 9015.88 9014.18
39 6025 9295.26 9293.51
40 6325 9577.35 9575.55
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G -0 Modified G-0
41 6422 9862.19 9860.35
42 6685 10149.85 10147.96
43 7137 10440.37 10438.43
44 7392 10733.82 10731.83
45 7589 11030.25 11028.22
46 7782 11329.73 11327.65
47 7788 11632.32 11630.19
48 7867 11938.08 11935.90
49 8683 12247.08 12244.85
50 10034 12559.39 12557.12
51 10177 12875.09 12872.77
52 10198 13194.24 13191.87
53 10431 13516.93 13514.51
54 10565 13843.23 13840.76
55 10922 14173.22 14170.71
56 11115 14506.99 14504.43
57 11351 14844.63 14842.02
58 11382 15186.22 15183.57
59 11751 15531.87 15529.17
60 12499 15881.66 15878.91
61 12499 16235.71 16232.91
62 12731 16594.10 16591.26
63 13061 16956.96 16954.07
64 13426 17324.39 17321.45
65 14648 17696.51 17693.53
66 15191 18073.45 18070.42
67 15201 18455.32 18452.25
68 15217 18842.27 18839.14
69 15746 19234.42 19231.25
70 16125 19631.91 19628.70
71 16169 20034.91 20031.65
72 16298 20443.55 20440.25
73 17108 20858.00 20854.66
74 17398 21278.43 21275.05
75 17698 21705.02 21701.59
76 18227 22137.94 22134.47
77 18508 22577.39 22573.88
78 18668 23023.56 23020.02
79 19496 23476.67 23473.09
80 20507 23936.94 23933.32
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81 20952 24404.59 24400.93
82 21248 24879.87 24876.17
83 23003 25363.02 25359.29
84 24067 25854.32 25850.56
85 25850 26354.04 26350.25
86 26710 26862.48 26858.66
87 27693 27379.95 27376.10
88 28400 27906.77 27902.89
89 28433 28443.29 28439.39
90 29301 28989.86 28985.94
91 30025 29546.89 29542.95
92 32348 30114.76 30110.81
93 35278 30693.92 30689.95
94 36739 31284.82 31280.84
95 37582 31887.95 31883.96
96 37594 32503.83 32499.83
97 37855 33132.99 33129.00
98 39655 33776.04 33772.05
99 40520 34433.60 34429.62
100 41955 35106.33 35102.37
101 41985 35794.96 35791.01
102 42128 36500.25 36496.33
103 42236 37223.03 37219.15
104 42236 37964.19 37960.35
105 45346 38724.69 38720.90
106 46593 39505.57 39501.83
107 47536 40307.94 40304.27
108 48236 41133.03 41129.44
109 49111 41982.15 41978.65
110 49356 42856.76 42853.36
111 50085 43758.42 43755.14
112 51982 44688.87 44685.73
113 52429 45650.00 45647.01
114 52815 46643.91 46641.10
115 53261 47672.91 47670.30
116 53383 48739.57 48737.19
117 54373 49846.75 49844.63
118 55321 50997.66 50995.82
119 56403 52195.88 52194.38
120 56425 53445.48 53444.36
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Estimated Failure Time Sk
G -0 Modified G-0
121 56500 54751.07 54750.37
122 56982 56117.88 56117.67
123 62491 57551.96 57552.31
124 62591 59060.26 59061.25
125 62601 60650.89 60652.63
126 63672 62333.36 62335.96
127 64043 64118.92 64122.52
128 64833 66021.05 66025.83
129 70983 68056.03 68062.19
130 74304 70243.82 70251.64
131 75349 72609.24 72619.04
132 75997 75183.72 75195.92
133 81482 78007.81 78022.91
134 82642 81135.17 81153.74
135 84506 84638.86 84661.32
136 88622 88622.00 88647.77
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From this table it is clear that the P3 (.#(88622) <  31) =  0.9932, Therefore 
the probability that thirtyone or a lesser number of faults remained in the 
system after being observed for 88622 execution times, in seconds, is about 
0.99.
Table N o .10 D istr ib u tion  o f  R em ain ing.
Errors A fter  D ebugging.
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5. CONDITIONAL RELIABILITY FUNCTION




20 40 60 80 100
TIME (Execution Time in Seconds)
Fig.5.4 Plots of Conditional Reliability Functions 
of Modified G-O & G-O Models.
The estimated conditional reliability function for the modified G -0  model is
e i 42 . 8 i 5e - 0 0 0 0 3 4 <e 8 6 2 2 + ‘ > _  9 9 9 9 9 7
-Ri(t|si36 =  886 22) =  el42 .8 i 5e--000034*88822 _  ,9 9 9 9 9 7  (5.27)
and that of G -0 model is
= 88622) =  ♦•>). (5-2g)
The plot of these reliability functions versus time are shown in Fig.5.6.
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5 .3  C om parison  b etw een  Y am ada et al and M odified  Y am ad a  et al 
M o d els  based  on  Failure D a ta  from  N T D S .
In this section we will once again analyze the NTDS data to compare 
the performances of the Modified Yamada et al and Yamada et al models.
1. DATA ANALYSIS
As before, we will consider the 26 observations of production phase as 
shown in Table 5.8 to estimate our parameters. Solving the equations (4.20) 
and (4.21) for different values of c, we obtain Table 5.11. The estimates of 
the parameters are a =  24.7429, 6 =  0.023069, and c =  0.99996.
The fitted mean value function is
(  g24.7429 _  9 9 9 9 6  \
" * 4 ( 0  — lo g  ^ e 2 4 .7 4 2 9 (l+ .0 2 3 0 6 9 t)e—033060‘ _  .9 9 9 9 6 )  ’ * -  (5-29)
and is shown in Fig.5.8 along with the actual data. Note that the expected 
number of faults, m4(oo), to be eventually detected is 34.84.
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Table N o .5 .11 M ean Sum  o f  Squares o f  
D eviations o f  O bserved a n d  E stim a ted  
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2. TEST OF GOODNESS OF FIT 
We will use Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness-of-fit test to check the fitness of 
the model. As described in Section 5.1, the test is based on 25 observations. 
The null hypothesis is
H 0 :
log(e24-743 -  .99996) -  logfe24-743^ - 02307*)6'  023071 -  .99 9 96) 
“ log(e24 -743 -  .99996) -  logfe24-743^ - 02307* 250)6'  02307* 260 _  .9 9 9 9 6 )
(5.30)
and the sample cdf is
0 , if x <  s\
H(x) = 2 5 > ^ s k — i  5: x <  s k i  k — 2 , 3 , . . . ,  25. (5.31)25 ’
1, if 2 >  $25.
The necessary calculations for D  statistic for various values of s*, are shown 
in Table No.5.12, given by D  =  0.1140. The critical value of 1) 25,0.05 at 5% 
level of significance is
£*25,0.05 =  0.264.
Since D  <  £ > 2 5 , 0 . 0 5  we accept the null- hypothesis. Note that the D  =  0.1862 
in the case of Yamada et al model indicates a better fit infavor of modified 
Yamada et al.
The 95% confidence limits for G(x) can now be calculated with a  =  .05 
and £>2 5 ,.o5  =  0.264. The lower and upper confidence bounds are
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Table N o. 5.12 Kolmogorcrv-Smirnov Test For The N T D S D ata Set.
H(sk) Go(sk) l-ff(ffc-i) - G 0(afc)|
0.040 0.0185 0.0215 0.0185
0.080 0.0843 0.0043 0.0443
0.120 0.1667 0.0467 0.0867
0.160 0.1992 0.0392 0.0792
0.200 0.2574 0.0574 0.0974
0.240 0.2741 0.0341 0.0741
0.280 0.3157 0.0357 0.0757
0.320 0.3808 0.0608 0.1008
0.360 0.4201 0.0601 0.1001
0.400 0.4727 0.0727 0.1127
0.440 0.4800 0.0400 0.0800
0.480 0.5222 0.0422 0.0822
0.520 0.5290 0.0090 0.0490
0.560 0.5870 0.0270 0.0670
0.600 0.6110 0.0110 0.0510
0.640 0.6168 0.0232 0.0168
0.680 0.6338 0.0462 0.0062
0.720 0.6502 0.0698 0.0298
0.760 0.6811 0.0789 0.0389
0.800 0.6860 0.1140 0.0740
0.840 0.7359 0.1041 0.0641
0.880 0.8458 0.0342 0.0058
0.920 0.8630 0.0570 0.0170
0.960 0.9970 0.0370 0.0770
1.000 0.9990 0.0010 0.0390
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L{x) =  max{H(x)  — 0.264,0}
and
U(x) =  m in{H (x) — 0.264,1}. (5.32)
The 95% confidence bounds for G0(x) and G(x) are shown in Fig.5.5.
3. COMPARISON WITH YAMADA et al MODEL
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the Yamada 
model are obtained to be a =  27.4915 and b =  .018579. Therefore the esti­
mated expected number of errors by time t  is
m 2{t) =  27.4915(1 -  (1 +  0.01858t)e“ ° 01858*]. (5.33)
Hence the expected number of faults to be eventually detected is 27.49 and 
for that of the modified model it is 34.84.
The inverse functions to estimate the mean time to failure for modified 
Yamada and Yamada, are solutions of equations (5.34) and (5.35) for sjt, 
respectively.
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Fig. 5.5 95% Confidence Bounds for CDF of G(x) 
and Fitted CDF Curve.
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(1 +  Ssjfc)e S^k =  x log[(ea — c)e * +  c], therefore,
(L
(1 +  .023067s*)e_ 023067Bfc =  log[(e2 4 '7429 -  .99996)<T* +  .99996],
Z 4 t  / 7
(5.34)
and (1  +  bsk)e B^k =  1 -  r
a
= *  (1 +  .01858sfc)e-,01858Bfc =  1 -  (5.35)
The observed s^ s  and the estimated sjt’s for both the models are given in
26
Table No.5.13. For the Yamada et al model the Fit (SSD)= ^ ( • s *  — -s* ) 2
k= 1
=8604.96, and for the modified Yamada et al model it is 6263.92. Clearly, 
odified model shows a better fit.
4. DISTRIBUTION OF FAULTS REMAINING AFTER DEBUGGING 
Using the probability distribution of the remaining faults, as described 
in Section 4.1 by equation (4.10), on using a, b and c we have
M e a ( l  +  f > t ) e - 1 , t  _ c  11. ,  .
* , * ( , )  =  t ]  =  108 » -
e 2 4 . 7 4 3 » ( l  +  . 0 2 3 0 6 f l t ) e - 0 2 3 P 6 » t _  9 Q 9 9 6
_  l‘° S  1 - . 99996 1 w
*!
{  1 -  .99996 \
~  I e 2 4 .7 4 2 9 (l+ .0 2 3 0 6 9 t)e - 023060* _  .9 9 9 9 6 /  ’
where k =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (5.36)
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Table N o.5 .13  Com parison o f R esu lts B ased  on the Yam ada et al and  M odified  





Estimated Failure Time a*
Yamada et al Modified Yamada et ai
1 9 16.01 13.67
2 2 1 23.71 20.31
3 32 ■ ' 1 C 25.92
4 36 36.07 31.07
5 43 41.66 35.99
6 45 47.08 40.78
7 50 52.42 45.55
8 58 57.74 50.34
9 63 63.10 55.20
1 0 70 68.54 60.19
1 1 71 74.10 65.33
1 2 77 79.83 70.70
13 78 85.75 76.33
14 87 91.93 82.30
15 91 98.42 8 8 .6 8
16 92 105.29 95.58
17 95 112.61 103.14
18 98 120.49 111.55
19 104 129.07 121.08
2 0 105 138.53 132.14
2 1 116 149.12 145.37
2 2 149 161.25 161.74
23 156 175.53 182.77
24 247 193.05 210.29
25 249 215.99 245.45
26 250 250.00 287.19
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The distribution of N (t)  is appended below in Table No.5.14. From this table 
it is clear that the P ^ N (250) < 18) =  0.9944. Therefore, the probability 
that eighteen or less number of faults remained in the system  after observing 
for 250 execution ti: v; in seconds is about 0.99.
Table N o.5.14 Distribution o f Remaining.
F aults A fter D ebugging.





























5. CONDITIONAL RELIABILITY FUNCTION








F ig .5.6 Plots of Conditional Reliability Functions of 
Modified Yamada & Yamada M odels.
The estimated conditional reliability function for the modified Yamada ei al 
model is
e 24.7429[l+.023069(250+t)]e—023060(250+t) _  9 9 9 9 5  
2(*l5 2 6  — 250) — g24.7429( 1+.0 2 3 0 6 9 X2 5 0 )e- -023069x250 _  9 9 9 9 5  ’
and that of the G -0  model it is
=  250) =  (s 3g)
The plot of these reliability functions versus time are shown in Fig.5.9.
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5 .4  A nalysis o f  Failure D a ta  G iven  in  E xecu tion  T im e and  Com­
parison  betw een  Y am ada et al an d  M odified  Y am ad a  et al M odels.
In this section we will analyze a set of data extracted from Abdel-Ghaly 
et al (1986), to compare the performances of the Modified Yamada et al and 
Yamada et al models.
1. DATA ANALYSIS
All the 8 6  observations of Table 5.15 will be used to estimate the pa­
rameters. Solving the equations (4.20) and (4.21) for different values of c, we 
obtain the Table No.5.16. The estimates of the parameters are d =  89.691, 
S =  0.000048, and c =  0.9999999976.
The fitted mean value function is
and is shown in Fig.5.11 along with the actual data. Note that the expected 
number of faults, 7714(0 0 ), to be eventually detected is 109.54.
g89 .691 (l +  .000048f)e — .9999999976 J ’
(5.39)
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Table N o .5.15 Software Failure Data.

















1 0 170 4436
11 117 4553








2 0 757 11836
2 1 437 12273
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6 6 213 59579
67 1866 61445
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8 6 3902 102914
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Table N o.5.16 M ean Sum of Squares of. 
Deviations o f Observed and Estimated. 
Time to  Failure for Different Values o f c.
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2. TEST OF GOODNESS OF FIT 
As before we will use the Kolmogorov-Sxnirnov goodness-of-fit test to check 
the fitness of the model. The test is based on 85 observations. The null 
hypothesis is
log
H0 : G0(x) =
e8 Q .6 0 _ j9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 6
| e B 9 . 6 0 ( l  +  .
esa. 6 9  _ j9999999976
e 8 0 . 6 0 ( l  +  . 0 0 0 0 4 8 x ) < , - - 0 0 0 0 4 8 l  - . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 6 ]
99976
5.40)
0 0 0 0 4 8 X  1 0 2 9 1 4 )c"- *8 9 ®9 4 8 X 1 0 3 9 1 4  — . 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 6
and the sample cdf is
0 , if x <  si
H {x) 8 5 » if "S/e—1 5: x k  — 2 , 3 , . . . ,  85 (5.41)
1, if x >  sS5.
The necessary calculations for D  statistic for various values of Sk are shown 
in Table No.5.17. The estimate is D  =  0.1352. The critical value of Z?85 ,o.os 
at a 5% level of significance is
D s5,0.05 =  0.1475.
Since D  <  Dsb,o.os, we accept the null- hypothesis. Note that the D  =  0.1412 
in the case of the Yamada et al model indicating a better fit in favor of the 
modified Yamada et al.
The 95% confidence limits for G(x) can now be calculated with a  =  .05 
and i?85,.05  =  0.1475. The lower and upper confidence bounds are
149
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Table No. 5.17 Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test For The D ata Set.
H(ak) Go(sfe) |ff(3fc)-Go(«fc)| l# (s*:-i) -  Go(sfc)|
0 .0 1 2 0.0003 0.0115 0.0003
0.024 0.0007 0.0229 0 .0 1 1 1
0.035 0 .0 0 1 2 0.0341 0.0223
0.047 0.0028 0.0442 0.0325
0.059 0.0075 0.0513 0.0395
0.071 0.0090 0.0616 0.0498
0.082 0.0136 0.0688 0.0570
0.094 0.0182 0.0760 0.0642
0.106 0.0191 0.0868 0.0750
0.118 0.0206 0.0971 0.0853
0.129 0.0216 0.1078 0.0961
0.141 0.0340 0.1072 0.0954
0.153 0.0391 0.1139 0 .1 0 2 1
0.165 0.0530 0.1117 0.0999
0.176 0.0620 0.1145 0.1027
0.188 0.0890 0.0993 0.0875
0 .2 0 0 0.0910 0.1090 0.0972
0 .2 1 2 0.0952 0.1166 0.1048
0.224 0.1044 0.1191 0.1074
0.235 0.1164 0.1189 0.1071
0.247 0.1235 0.1235 0.1117
0.259 0.1613 0.0975 0.0858
0.271 0.1689 0.1017 0.0899
0.282 0.1749 0.1075 0.0957
0.294 0.1821 0 .1 1 2 0 0.1003
0.306 0.1923 0.1135 0.1018
0.318 0.1973 0.1203 0.1086
0.329 0.2039 0.1256 0.1138
0.341 0.2133 0.1279 0.1161
0.353 0.2245 0.1285 0.1167
0.365 0.2295 0.1352 0.1234
0.376 0.2534 0.1231 0.1113
0.388 0.2685 0.1197 0.1080
0.400 0.2724 0.1276 0.1158
0.412 0.3023 0.1095 0.0977
0.424 0.3316 0.0919 0.0801
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Table No. 5.17 continued.
H(sk) <2 o(sfc)
0.435 0.3371 0.0982 0.0864
0.447 0.3530 0.0941 0.0823
0.459 0.3641 0.0947 0.0829
0.471 0.4110 0.0595 0.0478
0.482 0.4111 0.0712 0.0595
0.494 0.4137 0.0804 0.0686
0.506 0.4317 0.0742 0.0624
0.518 0.4730 0.0447 0.0329
0.529 0.4806 0.0489 0.0371
0.541 0.4898 0.0514 0.0396
0.553 0.5079 0.0451 0.0333
0.565 0.5148 0.0499 0.0381
0.576 0.5294 0.0471 0.0353
0.588 0.5957 0.0074 0.0192
0.600 0.6057 0.0057 0.0174
0.612 0.6082 0.0036 0.0082
0.624 0.6284 0.0049 0.0166
0.635 0.6384 0.0031 0.0149
0.647 0.6782 0.0311 0.0429
0.659 0.7069 0.0480 0.0598
0.671 0.7168 0.0462 0.0579
0.682 0.7386 0.0563 0.0681
0.694 0.7538 0.0597 0.0714
0.706 0.7593 0.0535 0.0652
0.718 0.7641 0.0465 0.0582
0.729 0.7698 0.0404 0.0522
0.741 0.7863 0.0451 0.0568
0.753 0.7870 0.0341 0.0458
0.765 0.8115 0.0468 0.0586
0.776 0.8133 0.0368 0.0486
0.788 0.8282 0.0399 0.0517
0.800 0.8319 0.0319 0.0437
0.812 0.8426 0.0309 0.0426
0.824 0.8720 0.0484 0.0602
0.835 0.8807 0.0454 0.0572
0.847 0 . 8 8 6 8 0.0397 0.0515
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Table N o. 5.17 continued.
G o K ) |ff(»fc)-Go(«fc)l \H(sk^ ) - G 0(sk)\
0.859 0.9159 0.0571 0.0689
0.871 0.9231 0.0525 0.0642
0.882 0.9372 0.0549 0.0667
0.894 0.9478 0.0537 0.0654
0.906 0.9555 0.0497 0.0614
0.918 0.9668 0.0491 0.0609
0.929 0.9689 0.0395 0.0513
0.941 0.9745 0.0333 0.0451
0.953 0.9846 0.0317 0.0434
0.965 0.9871 0.0224 0.0342
0.976 0.9877 0 .0 1 1 2 0.0230
0.988 0.9903 0 .0 0 2 1 0.0138
1 .0 0 0 0.9924 0.0076 0.0042
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L(x)  =  max{H(x)  — 0.1475,0}
and
U(x) =  m in{H (x) — 0.1475,1} (5.42)
The 95% confidence bounds for Go(x) and G(x) are shown in Fig.5.7.
The maximum likelihood estimates for the parameters of the Yamada 
model et al are obtained to be a =  90.0624 and S =  .000047. Therefore the 
estimated expected number of errors by time t is
Hence the expected number of faults to be eventually detected is 90.06, and 
is 109.54 for the modified model.
The inverse functions to estimate expected time to failure for modified 
Yamada et al and Yamada et al are, respectively, solutions of equations (5.44) 
and (5.45) for s*.
3. COMPARISON WITH YAMADA et al MODEL
m2(f) =  90.0624(1 -  (1 +  0.000047f)e —0.000047t (5.43)
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Fig. 5.7 95% Confidence Bounds for CDF of G(x) 
and Fitted CDF Curve.
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(1 +  Ss*)e *Bk =  x  log[(ea — c)e k +  cl, therefore, 
a
(1 +  .000048s*) e~ ■000048a* =  log[(e89,69 -  .9999999976)e ' k+
.9999999976], (5.44)
and ( l  +  bsk)e~^8k =  1 — ^
a
(1 +  .000047s*) e- -000047afc = 1 ------- - ---- . (5.45)
v J 90.0624 v ’
The observed and the estimated s*’s for both of the models are given in
86
Table No.5.13. For the Yamada the Fit (SSD)= ]T^(s* — -s*)2 =3876319507
fc=i
and for the modified Yamada it is 3789328267. Clearly, the Modified shows 
a better fit.
4. DISTRIBUTION OF FAULTS REMAINING AFTER DEBUGGING
r ,  - a ( l  +  bt)c~bt _  lfcjytfM = *] =|og r  •
M e 6B . 6» ( l  +  . 0 0 0 0 4 8 t ) e ~ - 0 0 0 0 * 8 t  _  .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 6  1 *
_ l1Ug 1 -.9999999976 J w
A:! X
/  1 -  .9999999976 \
y  g89 .69(1+.0000481) e—00004 8t _  .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 6  J ’ 
where k =  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .  (5.46)
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Table N o .5.18 C om parison o f R esu lts B a sed  on  the Y am ada et al and M odified  





Estimated Failure Time Sk
Yamada et al Modified Yamada et al
1 479 3318.29 3298.28
2 745 4802.04 4773.33
3 1 0 2 2 5990.06 5954.51
4 1576 7027.82 6986.39
5 2610 7971.56 7924.85
6 2859 8850.04 8798.50
7 3552 9680.35 9624.30
8 4149 10473.62 10413.32
9 4266 11237.61 11173.27
1 0 4436 11977.95 11909.76
1 1 4553 12698.93 12627.03
1 2 5827 13403.90 13328.43
13 6296 14095.52 14016.61
14 7470 14776.01 14693.75
15 8163 15447.17 15361.66
16 10071 16110.56 16021.89
17 10206 16767.50 16675.75
18 10483 17419.15 17324.40
19 11079 18066.54 17968.85
2 0 11836 18710.56 18610.01
2 1 12273 19352.04 19248.68
2 2 14503 19991.72 19885.63
23 14940 20630.29 20521.52
24 15280 21268.39 21156.99
25 15685 21906.59 21792.63
26 16260 22545.47 22429.00
27 16537 23185.55 23066.62
28 16900 23827.34 23706.02
29 17422 24471.34 24347.68
30 18035 25118.02 24992.07
31 18312 25767.85 25639.67
32 19612 26421.28 26290.93
33 20433 27078.78 26946.32
34 20646 27740.79 27606.28
35 22266 28407.76 28271.28
36 23867 29080.17 28941.77
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Estimated Failure Time Sk
Yamada et al Modified Yamada et al
37 24165 29758.47 29618.23
38 25039 30443.13 30301.11
39 25657 31134.53 30990.92
40 28297 31833.47 31688.15
41 28302 32540.16 32393.31
42 28451 33255.22 33106.94
43 29485 33979.21 33829.59
44 31926 34712.69 34561.84
45 32386 35456.25 35304.28
46 32951 36210.53 36057.56
47 34070 36976.18 36822.34
48 34507 37753.90 37599.33
49 35434 38544.41 38389.26
50 39896 39348.50 39192.94
51 40610 40167.00 40011.20
52 40791 41000.79 40844.96
53 42276 41850.83 41695.17
54 43033 42718.12 42562.87
55 46187 43603.77 43449.19
56 48632 44508.96 44355.33
57 49516 45434.97 45282.60
58 51553 46383.19 46232.43
59 53034 47355.14 47206.38
60 53593 48352.48 48206.15
61 54083 49377.03 49233.61
62 54676 50430.79 50290.81
63 56445 51515.97 51380.04
64 56530 52635.03 52503.84
65 59366 53790.70 53665.03
6 6 59579 54986.04 54866.78
67 61445 56224.49 56112.66
6 8 61935 57509.95 57406.72
69 63372 58846.83 58753.55
70 67694 60240.18 60158.44
71 69112 61695.83 61627.47
72 70135 63220.51 63167.73
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Estimated Failure Time s*
Yamada et al Modified Yamada et al
73 75625 64822.10 64787.52
74 77145 66509.89 66496.64
75 80426 68294.93 68306.84
76 83142 70190.55 70232.31
77 85317 72212.96 72290.42
78 88822 74382.23 74502.81
79 89547 76723.59 76896.83
80 91510 79269.39 79507.81
81 95489 82062.04 82382.45
82 96579 85158.74 85584.21
83 96824 88639.27 89202.04
84 98018 92619.81 93365.28
85 99012 97279.13 98269.07
8 6 102914 102914.00 104217.94
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From Table 5.19 it is clear that the P ^ N  (102914) <  36) =  0.9934. Therefore 
the probability that thirty six or fewer faults remained in the system after 
observing for 102914 execution time in seconds is about 0.99.
Table N o .5.19 D istribution  o f  Remaining. 
Faults After D ebugging.
k P4|N(102914) < k]
5 0 . 0 0 0 0 0
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5. CONDITIONAL RELIABILITY FUNCTION
1.0
0 . 8 -
h 0 .6  H
hJM03
<
0 . 2 -
I I I T  I I
20 40 60 80 100
T IM E  (E xecu tion  T im e in Seconds)
F ig .5 .8  P lo ts  o f  C ond ition a l R elia b ility  Functions
o f  M odified  Y am ada et al & Y am ada et al M odels.
  YAMADA
  MODIFIED YAMADA
The estimated conditional reliability function for the modified Yamada et al
model given Ss6 =  102914 is
e89-69I1+-000048(102914+t)]e"'O0OO48(1O2O14+t) -  .9999999976
-R 2(*P 86 j — e 89 .69 (l+ .000048x l02914)e--OOOO48x 102014 _  .9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 7 6
(5.47)
and that of the G -0  model is
(548)
The plot of these reliability functions versus time is shown in Fig.5.12.
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